Tate Britain
KS3 Artwork created during Home Learning and Art Activity Day
in response to the BBC ‘Museums in Quarantine' programme.

Beatrice 7T
For my response I have made my own view
beyond a window; but instead of doing this in a
painting I have done it in a photograph. In the
picture is my brother George looking out of the
window and for the diagonal slats I used a
garden chair. George told me that “When I
was looking out of the window I thought of my
friends and how I really want to see them”. I
have tried in my image to bring across the
same feelings Howard Hodgkin portrayed in
his painting which is the feeling of loneliness
and feeling trapped. This piece drew my
attention because of how much it has to do
with our current situation which I think is
exaggerated even further in my piece as it is a
photograph and what real people are thinking
right now. On the photo I put a filter which
makes the colours brighter so it links more to
Hodgkin work as he worked with neon colours.
I think the work is impactful because it
presents the feeling of being imprisoned in
lockdown.

Ella 7T
Paul Nash created Totes Meer to reflect a
very tough time in Europe and the wider
world. The entire world has been in an
incredibly tough situation for several
months, and the fight against Covid 19 has
been likened to a war.
Totes Meer was inspired by nature - the
landscape - at first sight. However, when
you look more closely, the painting is not
nature at all, but carnage and ruin. My art
was inspired by nature too, but weather
rather than landscape.
At first sight, you may see
rain falling from a dark cloud,
but on closer inspection,
the raindrops are in fact
Covid-19 virus particles.

Ella continued...
Whilst Nash’s painting was all dark, I wanted to give mine hope. For that reason, I created two sides to my art. The first (left) is dark, gloomy, and contains the fires of hell, reflecting
illness, death and despair. The entire world has had a hellish time, which is reflected in the fire. However, the rain can put the fire out, and also, the fire can burn and extinguish Covid.
You will notice that the cloud brightens and the Covid rain turns to rainbows: Without rain, there can be no rainbow, so out of the Covid rain, NHS rainbows have been created, The nation
have appreciated the NHS and key workers more than ever before - people who before this were taken for granted. The rainbows in my artwork are a sign of hope, gratitude and positivity
and a clearly recognisable symbol of the fight against Covid. It is also Pride month, so the rainbows could also symbolise inclusion and LGBTQ+.
One final small point - there is a bat flying across the dark Covid sky (that is said to be the source of the virus), and there are birds in the happy side of the painting - these reflect peace
but also, the fact that nature has reclaimed the world as we have left the skies empty and free of pollution as we have been unable to fly.
Process:
I first created a sky using paints and wanted it to have a changing scene. My first attempt looked too stripey, so I tried again and mixed the colours on the paper itself to create an ombre
effect. Having painted the background, I used a paper towel to merge the colours, then added some lighter effects on the happy side, by dabbing lighter colours with my finger.
I wanted the picture to be three-dimensional, so made it in a box. I struck the cloud cutouts onto corks to give them a 3-D effect - this also meant I could hang the Covid rain and the
rainbows so that they would move.
I painted card with blended orange, red, burgundy and yellow to create the fire, and then cut out some pieces and stuck them on the bottom of the box.
Result:
Although I wanted to reflect the difficult times of Covid, much like Nash reflected WWII, I refind his idea by giving the second side of my artwork a positive angle. This also reflects that
many positive things have come out of the last few months. Nature has “reclaimed” the world; pollution has reduced; people have helped each other (we shop for our 80 year old
neighbours and have put food boxes together for them); the country has got fitter (I’ve done all but three Joe Wicks, swam, run, biked and made exercise part of my daily routine - I feel a
lot better and calmer for it!); we have slowed down and thought about our fast paced lives; we have reflected and perhaps made some decisions for the better; we have spent more time
with our immediate families and caught up with friends on House Party we don’t see so often.
At first I struggled with inspiration, but once I settled on Nash’s picture for my project, I really got going and the ideas flowed. I didn’t want to lose momentum so I did two week’s worth of
work on this in one go.
I really hope you like my work.

Saskia 7T

Ellen 7T

I created this piece of work as I felt that it represented this art well. I used the things around me and saw something new in them. The flowers, in this
case, are what I see everyday on my walks, so i decided to turn it into something that I'm interested in, which is fabric and sewing, similar to how
Ithell Colquhoun did with finding a new use and making something that she enjoys, which is nature.
In this piece of work, I cut out certain designs of dresses that I liked, and would be easy to work with. I found that the longer flowing was best for
dainty flowers whilst the short was best for fairy like things, like greens. I found that ithell must have been very creative i what she saw, and was very
clever to be able to turn everyday objects into something, and that is what i tried to bring across.
Overall, i am pleased with my result as i feel that it is a great representation of seeing things from a different perspective, just like Ithell Colquhoun in
her pieces of artwork. I am proud of the way the colours pop in the dresses that I chose, and that they are nice enough to possibly become a fashion
item. I need to develop my photography skills, maybe using a better camera next time or getting better lighting, as this is a key concept of what my
artwork was for.
Overall, i am proud of this art and will make sure to use this sort of concept in upcoming art pieces.

Roselle 7T
I created this piece as I have tried to intend how lines of hanging laundry can make a
forest full of different routes and passages. From afar, it can look like a forest of
colourful trees but as you look closer you can see that they are different garments on
a hanging rope connected by two poles. It connects as when looking at Nash’ Totes
Meer, it looks like a sea of water when it is actually scraps of metal, getting the name
Dead Sea. It connects to my quarantine time since when the lockdown first started
weren’t able to go outside so I would go and play around in the garden and relieve the
stress from school work orto just have fun, as if the garden was a getaway place,
leading to the thoughts of going through the clothes and enter a different realm of area
that you can relax in. To help draw the sky as well as the grass and to draw the
clothes, I did most of my work either in the garden or whilst looking through my
window at the garden so that I could make my work look somewhat detailed.
I created the first parts work painting the sky, grass and tree like poles as well as
using different shades to show the plants, the poles as well as the higher you go up
into the sky. Later on, I added clouds to my sky and still tried to keep a sort of
transition from the various shades of lighter blue. After that, I stuck on the clothing
whilst drawing on detail to the coloured paper and then finally glued on string to make
it look like hanging laundry. I have shown my intentions of a secret runaway through
the painted path that is covered by the trees to make the person wonder what is
inside? What will happen if I go in?
I have chosen my mediums of paint and coloured paper for the forest as paint can be almost any different shade of a colour whereas coloured paper
would be better to use to easily place different pieces of the same colour on top of the darker colours I used for the sky and poles, which by using darker
colours of paint and brightly coloured paper I have considered peoples’ eyes to look at the clothes or coloured leaves.
From this process I have learnt that I have made my artwork rather simple compared to Nash’ as the metal scraps has lots of detail and mine with very
few added drawing to the clothing and to equalise the amount of time of focusing on the idea of my response and then making it as well as analysing it.

Sophia 7T
This is part of my visual response as it is one of the
places I feel the most free and safe. If i was close to a
beach in Swansea (where the beaches where i feel
like this are) then that would be the picture.
However, this is a picture of my local park. When I'm
here I'm usually meeting some friends, coming for a
picnic, doing exercise. But when I'm here, I'm happy
and even if I come here sad, I get home happy. This
makes it a happy environment for me to go to, like a
beach. When i go to the beach i have the same
feeling, i'm usually with my family having a good time.
This picture is meant to capture the spaciousness of
the park and how safe it feels.

Sophie 7T
This piece of artwork is connected to ‘Our English
Coasts’ as both of them showcases the beauty of animals
and with a calm and peaceful atmosphere. The intention
of this response was to show people the wonder and
importance in nature.
I think my response was successful as it represents the
mood of the artwork, but it would be better if the light and
colour were more rich compared to ‘Our English Coasts’.
I have learnt to have patience and be specific during the
process of making this creation.

Olive 7T
I have chosen ‘Totes Meer’ as my piece of destructive
artwork. I have made a picture of a mountain using old scraps
of paper. The scrunched-up paper feels like the right material
to use because it feels very 3D and cracked, just like a
mountain. I have also used little sweet wrappers to create a
glossy/watery effect on the base (and around) like it part of
the landscape.
I created this because I wanted to make a messy/destructive
piece to fit with the theme of ‘Totes Meer’. I thought that
using paper to make the art, it would make it more realistic,
and as i said before, 3D.
When making, I used old recycling which then leads back to
‘Everyday objects’! I made sure to position the papers in a
way so I could see the mountain and snowy top. I think paper
is a nice way to present the artwork because it has been made
from natural materials-trees! This makes it nice to use when
making a nature landscape.
I thought that when I made the piece, it led back to the piece
‘Totes Meer’ well because of the destruction used to make a
beautiful masterpiece!

Jayda 7T

Jayda continued...

Florence 7T
I have created this piece to test my skills in painting as I feel this is quite a hard painting to capture, especially if
you don't know the backstory of it.
The History
In the original painting by Paul Nash he thought that the broken pieces of planes and rubble after the German
war looked as if they were crashing waves and iceberg shards and that is how the idea of Totes Meer formed.
That is why he named the painting Totes Meer as in german it means ‘the dead sea’ which describes perfectly
how war made us feel ,dead, and the tragic events of war. You could also take the title literally and think that
he named it Totes Meer because so many people died at the German war.
Making the Painting and the Reasoning Behind it
In my visual response I kept the same colour palette as the original as I feel it highlights the gloominess of war. I
thought that using acrylic paint would be the best option for this piece as i could emphasis on the moonlight
which i think was a very important part of Totes Meer
First off I painted the sea which I then filled with red cross to show that this was the ‘dead sea’. I painted a large
iceberg and left the bottom uncovered so you can see how big it is. The size of the iceberg represents how big
the effect of war is and that most of the war is unseen but still happens just like an iceberg is. Inside of the
iceberg I put a frozen plane with shattered wings and tyres flying around just like the shattered pieces in Totes
Meer. Then I added shards of planes and bombs to the ocean to show again that it was the ‘dead sea’ . I then
added the reflections of the moon as I felt it was an important part of the original. I added messy stars to the
sky because I thought it tied the painting together well.
Although I did add in extra aspects to the painting such as the stars and the floating pieces of rubble to make it fuller and nicer I am very happy with the outcome of my visual response. As I feel it is
connected to Totes Meer but is still a single painting in itself. The painting came out just how I had planned to make it which I thought was very good.
The Results
I think the way i created my outcome was similar to the way Paul Nash created Totes Meer because we both used roughly the same colour palette. The only different thing about our processes was that I
chose to make it literal and drew an actual iceberg as in Totes Meer the ‘dead sea’ is the name given to the rubble after war.
If i were to do this piece again i would try using a different medium such as watercolours instead of acrylics or perhaps i could use bits and bobs from around the house to recreate the scene from the
original painting.
Looking back over my work I think I should have added more of a moonlit shadow as I think that is an important part of Tate Meer i would also try and draw the airplane with more detail.
From these processes I have learnt that you have to experiment and have fun with the piece you are creating and always try hard to make it easy for people to recognise what it is. I also think it is important
to have a reasoning behind your painting because it gives the painting meaning.

Matilda 7T
I chose Constable’s painted scene on a navigable river by
Flatford Mill. I didn't know how i was going to make a visual
response to it as it was a very detailed painting and it didn't
have many resources. I tried to paint it but only had
watercolour paints so the colours just blended in. I thought I
could focus more on an annotation and why I like this painting
as I didn't want to change it.
I really liked how detailed this painting is as anywhere you look
in it has a different thing going on, it's quite a busy picture so
you cant see it all at a time which makes it nice to focus on all
the detail.
I think the more you look at it, you discover the detail, that's
why i chose it as there was so much to look at, there is a river
and a little stream in the picture. I really like how he included
the reflection of the water. Even though you cant see the sun
in the picture, you know its day because of the reflection and
the brightness of it.

Erin 7T
The piece of art that inspired me was the 3 studies for ﬁgures at the base
of a cruciﬁxion by Francis Bacon. I liked this art because it was very
different. It was also quite interesting looking at how weird it is and all the
different body parts put together.

Olivia 7T
I created this piece of work because it is really connected with Winifred
Nicholson’s Sandpipers. It’s simplicity is very similar to Nicholson’s as well as
the use of other items that are not paint, which reflect the scene and
atmosphere. Nicholson painted a beach theme and I therefore wanted to
bring the same theme forwards but adapt it.
I worked in this way because the items I had here at home really worked
well with the; theme, the connection between mine and Nicholson’s and the
approach of responding to the chosen piece in a particular way. I also
worked in this way because it was much more enjoyable than just painting
which increased my enthusiasm.
My intention was to create a piece using similar ideas to Nicholson’s but
take them out onto the page further and greater. The concept of using other
materials to add more peculiar and interesting visual elements. I also
intended to make the piece abstract and bold.
I created this piece using each element of the picture as the actual real life
thing. I glued sand to the picture as well as cutting out little oval shaped
plastic bits to be flippers and covering the bottom part in sand to look as if
they had been stuck in the sand. The birds were made by colourful little
feathers flying in the sea air. When painting the ocean I added small drops
of water where the two colours joined.
This created a swirly marbly effect to the ocean. I also added some bits of sand to the sky to create the illusion of a beachy breeze.
The main elements of this piece are its simplicity and the abstractness/ non realisticness. Firstly, abstract art can be as complicated or as straightford as the artist wanted it to be but
it can also be (as a whole) considered as one-of-a-kind and unique. This portrays the beaches (in particular the one i have produced) as eccentric and unpredictable. No beach is
similar to another, they all have their own individual highlights. Secondly, we have talked about how abstract art can be straightforward or very complicated, my painting is very
straightforward and only expresses the main points (does not include great detail). When something is simple it is related to being quite calm therefore the simplicity of the ocean
picture symbolises its tranquility and sereness.

Olivia continued...
Here are the things I used to create this picture:
●
Turquoise, Blue, Sky Blue paint
●
Sand
●
Glue
●
Plastic muffin cases cut into shape.
●
Feathers cut into shape
●
Pen

This piece is completely inspired by Nicholson’s Sandpipers and how she used other elements in her artwork. The type of art is very similar too as well as the message behind it but
I wanted to make each element in mine much more bold and striking.
The main visual elements here are specifically texture, colours and patterns. The texture of the sand is very particular and adds so much to the picture. The colours in this are all
very similar and are all connected to the beaches. I used a turquoise blue and a normal blue for the sea and are just overall aesthetically pleasing.
I think this piece really contrasts with other artists' pieces in Tate Modern. Firstly, many of the pieces in Tate Britain are from events and points in history. Many of these have sad,
scary, tense and gruesome feelings and atmospheres to them (aka many wars and disasters). The two points I have made, already oppose my painting as my response features the
present and what the beaches and oceans look like now. Mine is also very relaxed and happy. Secondly, numerous paintings in the museum focus on making theirs realistic and
fully detailed which mine is also very dissimilar. However, some paintings are alike as they feature coasts and the sea. Overall, mine is very different to the other artists' pieces but
have small aspects which are similar.
The atmosphere of the piece is very calming and produces a very chilled but tropical mood. Just looking at you can hear the waves lapping and the smell of salty sea air. Personally,
I think it went good and it was very fun to produce. I also think it does connect to Nicholson’s well.
I think I needed to make the sea a bit clearer of where it starts and ends. I also think I needed to add the sand to the picture in a different way such as; making a paste with the
sand and glue combined to make the sand look a bit nicer and not as clumpy.
From this I have learned that really anything can be used for art, even solid objects that are fluid like. As well as that, it also shows that you don't need fancy art supplies to have
fun and produce art. It also shows me that art can be anything and there are no specific rules in art. This concept and journey also makes me wonder what other things can I create
from my home.

Saffa 7T
The [artwork] that stands out to me, and was
my favorite one, was the painting of the
scenery of the sun and the sky landscape
image.
I liked how he made it so realistic and the
different unique types of colors he blended in
for the sky, the trees and the shading he gave
to the sun were also very nice.

Sophia 7T
This is my version of Sandpipers, Alnmouth, 1933 by Winifred Nicholson but
showing different textures that you can use. I know that it isn't the best piece
of work i have produced, however i had a good plan and although it didn't
come out the best, if i explain what my plan, you might see where i was
coming from.
For the sand I used bedding for my gerbil, it is quite fine and kind of looks as
though it is sand. For the bird i wanted to use black feathers, however i didn't
have any in my house so i decided to add them on the computer (this picture
on the bottom is what it actually looked like). As in the photo, the birds are
not actually birds, they are just different coloured strokes of paint. For the
river i painted on some light blue paint, and to make it more “water-like” i
put some clear plastic wrapping paper on top and painted it the same colour,
i thought this would make it look like water as in the painting, it looked so
realistic. I used coffee grounds, for the extra part which is darker than the
rest of the picture. However, I couldn't tell if it was meant to be a hill/a small
clif or if it was meant to be some sand in the distance so I decided to use
coffee grounds and put them close together so it could be both. However,
whilst doing all of these things,the paint stuck to the coffee and the bedding.
This created a few problems like the bedding turned blue the bedding and
coffee grounds sticking in the paint.

Sophie-Anne 7T

Alana 7W
I created this piece of artwork inspired by Francis’s painting showing three
suffering bodies. I wanted to create something which also showed suffering but
in everyday life. Right now a lot of the world is joining in the protest ‘black lives
matter’ and because I thought many people are suffering from protests and the
loss of some very honourable people, I thought it would be a good idea if my
artwork was based around this to spread awareness. This connects to the artist’s
theme as both pieces of art show suffering and meaning behind each creation. I
decided to work in this way as I enjoy recycling old cardboard and turning it into
something new and spectacular. I also thought the border of the teeth made out
of the cardboard also add more meaning to my artwork as it conveys suffering.
My intentions for this piece of art was to create something so different from
others and to link the situations from everyday life into my piece of art. I also
hoped that this would spread awareness to those who aren’t so familiar with
these problems and it would also make people realize that what is happening in
the world right now is much worse than people might think.
I created this artwork using cardboard and pieces of paper to draw each individual message. The cardboard was cut into sharp teeth and stuck onto another
piece of cardboard painted black using sellotape. The individual messages inside were hand-drawn on pieces of paper and glued onto the cardboard inside
the teeth frame. I communicated the message of the black lives matter protests through a quote used by protesters and the last words of victims to this
tragedy. I also included an image I drew a while back of a young man trying to speak up but he can’t as he has tape around his mouth. However, I also included
more positive pictures of the black ﬁst and a white person and a black person holding hands in a sign of unity. These two pictures show positive outcomes of
this situation and give a sign of hope that one day everyone will be equal and that all people can walk down their own streets feeling safe.
My chosen medium was a painting by Francis Bacon and in his painting, he showed some sharp and vicious looking teeth and I thought I would add that in my
art as a border. By creating a teeth border, it gives the drawing more meaning and as if the teeth are ready to close, killing whatever is inside. The use of the
teeth in both pieces of art show true suffering. The teeth also make anything inside them look vulnerable which is exactly what these protesters and victims
must be feeling right now. The fact that the picture of both races holding hands is inside the teeth it makes the chance of there being a happier future look
vulnerable as well, meaning it might never happen.

Alana continued...

My art compares with Francis Bacon’s work as it shows the suffering in both, however, a piece of artwork by Lyle Ashton Harris (unnamed) shows a black
girl wearing a white blouse with a white bird on her shoulder. This conveys that mixed races and mixed colours are accepted and should be accepted. A
Shai Yossef painting I found has two babies both mixed-race smiling and looking really happy which brings hope to those who wish for a future when
everyone is equal.
My work will impact those who haven’t heard of this situation spreading awareness so more people will know about it and stand up for what is right. The
mood I created is a sad one and quite depressing, but at least people will now know who is suffering. That is why my piece is successful. Not only does it
spread a message, but it is also eye-catching. I was successful with the cutting of the cardboard as that was a very tricky job, especially cutting out the
teeth shape, and I also drew out my drawings well. It looks neat and presenting to the eye. If I were to develop it further, however, I wouldn’t use sellotape as
you can see it making it less attractive, and if I had more time I would have showed the impacts from these protests instead of stating quotes and drawing
a positive picture so people would really know what is happening and what people are doing to each other right now.
This process has taught me that not everyone is treated fairly in this world and that a lot of people walk the streets not being able to fully relax, scared
something might happen to them. It has also taught me that art can spread some very meaningful messages that a lot of poems and speeches can’t as it
visually shows people the impacts and consequences of people’s actions. If I were to do this again I would take my thoughts and idea styles from this
project for further visual responses as I thought outside the box in this project. This is because I didn’t just draw a picture of someone suffering, I used the
problems from everyday life to show real suffering and suffering that is taking place in the world right now. By expressing something that really happens in
this world through art spreads a wider message and creates more of a connection with those people who are suffering and those who stand by them.

Ella 7W

Felicity 7W
I chose to create a hospital scene although in a more modern
experience. My creation was very deliberate in the way that the
people were wearing their own clothes. If the characters were in
uniform it would be more strict and although i wanted it to be clear
that the scene is in a hospital, i also want children to look at it and
still be interested. The fact that the characters are not wearing
uniforms attracts more questions and makes people think more
about the creation. You can't simply look at somebody and then
discover their occupation, you have to ask them or identify them. If
you just look at the picture you can see a character helping another,
they are both ordinary people although one needs help, and the
other is giving them help.
The point i am trying to make is that it doesn't matter what you look
like or what you wear because anybody can help somebody else. I
chose to recreate this particular picture because it relates with life
today so well, all of the people that are caring for others during this
pandemic. Covid 19 has made a vast majority of people unwell and
need support throughout the experience. Wearing a uniform doesn't
make you the only person for the job, anybody can help and the
world needs to realise that everybody needs to look out for
everybody.

Renatta 7W
My painting got inspired by the picture ‘A Bigger Splash’ by David Hockney. I particularly liked this painting
because of its simplicity and form of abstractness. I loved how there was a sign of movement (the splash)
however, there wasn’t any living creature in the painting that would make that splash. The painting looks plain,
using block colours and simple shapes.The splash is a huge contrast compared to the rest of the painting.
Making the simple, almost dull picture look exciting.
I wanted to create the same effect incorporating activities I do in my everyday life. I play competitive tennis and I
thought it would be nice to show and express my love for the sport in the painting. I wanted to paint an empty
court with no one around making it look simple and normal. Then I would place a ball flying across the court with
surprisingly no player. I wanted to make it look like it was flying extremely rapidly with power. So I wanted to
create the effect by painting strokes of sparks coming out of one end of the ball (the end it was coming from). I
had a vivid idea of what I was going to do.

Process:
As you already know, I wanted to make all the aspects of my painting simple and block colour. I had oil paints
and watercolour paints. I know oil paints have this very unique and special texture but for this painting I wanted
to have hardly any texture at all. So I chose watercolour. I mixed different paints together to get the exact colour
I wanted using a variety of assorted brushes. As I said previously, I wanted the least texture possible, so I tried
to find the smoothest brushes we had. I used a large brush - to cover larger areas-. A medium brush and a
small brush -for smaller areas and details. I also used a fountain pen shaped kind of tool (I don’t know what it's
called) to draw the thin sparks behind the ball.
I chose different shades of green to colour the floor. However, when I looked at it I think I could have used a
turquoise colour so the painting had different colours within it, like the David Hockney painting.

Result:
I think my painting was overall successful. I agree I should have used lighter colours because the mood was
darker. I think I should have incorporated a racket or something more to make it more interesting because it
looks a bit too plain. I liked how I put tape around the painting to make straight perfect edges to make it neat
and tidy. I think I have learned to incorporate more detail in my paintings otherwise it gets a bit boring after a
while looking at it.The colour variety makes it much more interesting and attractive, whereas this painting used
almost the same colour in all of it. I have also learned that the meaning of the painting is as important as the
painting itself. Even If everything was perfect in the artwork what makes it especially attractive is the meaning
and making behind it. It makes it so much more interesting.

Nicole 7W
The picture is of mountains made by ‘junk food’ wrappers inspired by the waves made
from the war remains (aircraft) in the Totes Meer (Dead Sea) by Paul Nash.
Purpose
It supports the theme because my creation is also intended to look like something part of
‘nature’ and is also made of scraps but not with such meaning. I worked this way because
I was trying to interpret how the artist made his creation and the meaning. I have created
this work to show that even if there is not much at home, you can still make something
great out of it.
Process
After I thought of an idea, I got a piece of paper and tried to sketch out where the
mountain was going to be, how tall etc. Before, I was actually going to do multiple
mountains but it didn’t work out as it was hard to tell which mountain was which. Then I
collected wrappers I thought that could work, cut off junks of them and layered and stuck
to make the mountain! I feel like I communicated the intentions from how it looks, the
scraps kind of make it look like I didn’t have much option for materials. My medium
(material) is food wrappers, I used it because it had no more food left, like
'leftovers/remains'! It shows that I was inspired by the waves being made of the aircraft
remains. For the visual elements, I thought about just trying to make the lawyers and
colours random to kind of go with my concept. I could compare my work to other artists
by comparing our concepts, visual elements, materials and more.
Result
The impact of my work is that it has a dark atmosphere and mood due to the colours and
a simple effect as it is only one mountain with a plain background. I think the concept
and how the picture shows my inspiration from Paul Nash is what is successful. I need to
develop more on the concept and put more effort into it, make it less simple and think
about the idea of the creation further. I have learnt that there is a lot put into making
paintings, like the meaning behind it and material etc. I will 'use' the fact I know what I
need to improve on and what I have been successful in.

Lemoni 7W
I created this piece of art because i want it to
reflect how different the world is and how you can
go through tough times but in the end it will always
have some sort of happy ending. Like in my
picture even though the background changes the
tree still stays positive and works through what he
has got to face by staying optimistic. In my
painting I have decided to use water colours
because they seem to contrast better. This also
means that the colours run into each other which
is best when drawing a sunset.. This really
inspired me because it has a good message that
can help people get through the tough

Lucy 7W
My art piece is inspired by Francis Bacon. I chose him because his art
has a meaning that everyone can relate to. His piece shows that
lockdown has changed people's moods to be less positive and that even
if people don’t show it they might be suffering inside. Lockdown has
brought all these different emotions to the people of the world and
Bacon’s piece shows this. My piece also shows this in some ways, it’s still
the same flower it just looks different and the two different sides show the
emotions of someone. Sometimes that person can feel happy and
energetic but sometimes that person can feel sad and lonely. In the winter
most flowers die but the plants still remain and this is how some people
feel during lockdown even if they don’t show it. My art piece is made to
make people feel that they are not alone in this hard time as the whole
world has experienced it too. My art isn’t a person or creature showing
their emotions through expressions and gestures but I think it’s still
effective. I think that my piece of art gets the message across quite well
but there could be some more detail and it could be on a larger scale with
more in the picture. Whilst making this piece of art I have learned that art
takes time it is also very relaxing and I understand more how other
people feel during this time.

Ellen 7W
I created this piece of art because it is the same idea as the art
piece I chose.I worked in this way of pencils and pens because
i wanted to be precise without being to harsh. I wanted to do a
version of the bigger splash but more peaceful were there isn’t
a splash but the sea instead.I used pens and pencils to create
my artwork. The concept is everyone feels like what we are
going through is never going to end so I tried to show that idea
but also keeping in the same idea as the bigger splash. I have
created a summer house on holiday where everyone wants to
be and it is sort of like the bigger splash in the background. I
have considered the visual elements in my work by thinking
about the colour they would be and how it would look in real life
and trying to copy that. Mine is less abstract the artist’s had a
lot of straight line and mine I feel is more how it would actually
look by showing that what we are going through is real and not
imaginary. That everybody feels that it is never going to end but
it will eventually. Successful is defined by achieving what you
set out to achieve your goals might of changed but successful
is being proud and accomplished. In my art I feel that the
colours need to be refined a bit more. How art represents
something. How you can be talking about something like a
piece of art but while talking about that piece of art you can be
talking more and more in depth about your feelings through the
art without even knowing it.

Maisie 7W
I chose the painting ‘a bigger splash’ because I felt it represents
isolation, which the whole world is in right now so me and many
others can relate to this painting. Even though isolation isn’t a great
thing I noticed the painting was set in a beautiful Californian home.
My thoughts behind my painting in response were, if I could be
isolated anywhere else, where would I want to be. I would choose
to be in Bali as it is a beautiful place and the food is delicious. The
people there are also really nice. I could be walking down any road
and a random person will wave and smile at me. My painting is
from the point of view of being on a balcony at night. I added a
volcano in the distance because last time I stayed there with my
family we could see a volcano from the house.
I used watercolor pencils to create the trees and paint for the rest. I
like most of the painting so i would say most of it is successful. The
only thing I'm not so happy with is the leaves on the palm trees.
This is because i started painting them on and then realised they
were too big and blocky so i tried to fix them with the water colour
pencils.
From doing this i have learned, it is easier to create a painting you
are proud of if you put more thought into it. I have also learned how
to create a visual response and how to annotate it. This will help
me with projects like this in the future.

Alex 7I
This is my painting of the National Theatre on the
Southbank at night. I chose to do this, as the theatre
building is usually seen as grey and uninteresting, but at
night, lights from the Thames boats, the London eye and
even apartment blocks shine on it, leaving it with a
multicoloured appearance. I also chose this specific
building to do, as the theatre community is one of many
suffering greatly in lockdown. At present, theatres are
not scheduled to reopen until March of 2021, leaving
many actors, stage managers, writers and directors out
of a job. The theatre is not only a source of
entertainment and jobs, but is of great value to the
economy and education.
This piece was inspired by St Mary Le Port, Bristol by
John Piper. I used his technique of taking an everyday
building and taking a different perspective to brighten it.

Sophia 7I

I created this work because i wanted to make a piece that
was what seems like Bacon Tate’s since his piece ,in my
opinion, look very interesting to look at and it had inspired
me to make a piece with the same feel. I created my work
this way since i wanted to try out something similar to
Tate’s pieces and if it would work out in the same way his
did. I have created this artwork by trying to create a piece
that would look like Tate’s piece but would be different in
certain bits. I think my work has created a very grimsome
mood and the atmosphere feels very heavy and scary. I
think that i was successful in trying to create an
atmosphere that felt a bit silent and frightening in my
piece. To develop this artwork more i think i could have
made the background more detailed in places and i also
could have made the top bit of the main attraction more
lighter in shade. From this process i have learnt on how to
develop my shading skills and to think of where the light
source is coming from.

Anna 7S
My response to William Holman Hunt,
‘Our English Coasts’ because it looked
very realistic and reminded me of my
sheep that I had in Scotland.

Holly 7I
I created this work because it shows off rich and interesting colours. It is like the artwork I
chose, ‘strayed sheep’ by William Holman Hunt, in that it shows off nature with contrasts
between shadow and light. I worked this way, using photography, as I believe that the best way
to show nature is through nature itself. I created this work because I believe that it symbolises
life right now. The mass of greenery surrounding the centre represents the negativity
surrounding us now, but the flower at the very centre represents hope- it will all get better.
The way I created this artwork is through photography. Through the week, I have gone out to
look at and photograph the varied plant-and-wildlife in my garden at different times, seeing the
effect that lighting had on the photo. Eventually, I chose this photo as I feel it best symbolises
hope. I used a black marker to outline the image and make it look almost like a stained-glass
window, and put a phone- torch underneath the photo, illuminating it. I have communicated the
concept via using light directly underneath the flower at the centre, making it more noticable. I
have used my chosen medium to communicate this by putting the flower of hope at the direct
centre of the photo. I have considered the visual elements by highlighting them as I outlined
them in black, to make them appear more noticable. I could compare my work to others by my
use of light, darkness, colour and shadows.
The impact of my work is meant to be one of happiness and positivity. The atmosphere is bright
and crowded, the tone is quite light. I would say the use of light behind the painting is very
successful, as it emphasises the work. I would say the original photo taken could have been
more refined, the colour could have been sharper. I have learnt the use of light and darkness
and how they can be used from this project. I will use the idea of taking the original artwork and
using its key components (in this case, the light and colour) to create something new.

Beth 7I

Evie 7I
It connects with the artist by having a similar theme; a
chaotic war.I worked it in a way to make it grainy and
dusty in close
relation to an old piece of art. My intention for this piece of
art was to create something that gave off an idea as to
what the Battle Of Jersey could have been like.
I used swirled brush strokes on the smoke to give it a
fluffy affect, alongside mixing shades of green into the
hills to give the effect of shadows from the sun.
I used well-known outfits for the men and a main flag to
give the person a clue that it is british and maybe
something big is happening. I used a similar baseline. I
considered how large the smoke is in comparison to
some other parts of the painting, giving it a realistic form. I
could compare with the clean lines and the details.
The impact of my work has given a chaotic, dark feature
affect. The general idea came out successful with an
impersonation of war. The lines could be cleaner and
there could be more detail.
I have learnt that painting is a very defined skill which
takes years of practice if you want to produce a nice,
clean piece. I will use it to strengthen my errors and
mistakes, and learn what methods are best for the texture
and colours.

Jessica 7I
Inspired by Mary Martin, Inversions,
1966

Anjana 7I
I chose this piece of art because it is very colourful and it looks like a
relaxing beach theme. I decided to work in this way because colouring
pencils were the only thing I had at home. I have created this work because
I like outdoors and palm trees/long skinny trees and I aimed to make this
art as similar to David Hockney’s painting.
I have used colouring pencils to create this artwork, using these pencils can
affect the work as there are a lot of shades. I made it as similar as I could
using my idea of using colouring pencils and a pencil to make this work. I
have used different colours to make it look beautiful and also match it to
David Hockney’s painting. I can tell that my work has a lot of blank white
lines because I didn’t cover the whole page and I can tell that David
Hockney’s painting has straight lines and that there are no blank white
lines.
Making my work as close looking to David Hockney’s art was very
successful. Filling my page so that there are no white spaces in between
the colours needs to be further developed. I have learnt that adding detail
and really influence your work. I will use more detail to my artwork so that
it can look as best as it can be.

Lydia 7I
My piece of artwork is a visual response
to David Hockney’s A bigger Splash. It
is based on a scenery that I witness
every year on a beach in Cornwall that
me and my family go to.This is a very
happy memory of mine as it's a very
quiet, peaceful and beautiful beach.This
is my oasis and I think my painting
represents this calm safe place.I
created this work by copying a photo
that I took last year but I created more
vibrant colours that fade or get more
intense.I have created a very loud yet
tranquil piece of artwork.I have learnt
from this piece of artwork that
experiments with different shades of
colour can give a more interesting hint
to a painting.

Mia 7G

‘Jet’

Heidi 7G

Jessica 7G
This is my front room with the tv screen projecting a
Covid 19 wallpaper, warning us of the dangerous
and scary time we are in right now .i created this
work because it shows how much covid 19 is taking
over our everyday life in things such as watching
the tv and doing school work. I chose to do it like
this because it really explained that covid is
anywhere and we don't know. I chose bright colours
to make it really clear how dangerous it is.
To make this i chose a picture offline of a covid 19
wallpaper (the one shown in the picture however) i
used an editing app called Ibis paint x to reshape
and tilt the coronavirus wallpaper. Through the
bright and very obvious TV screen i was able to
communicate the relevance to today and the last
few months and how worried and scared we all are.
The colourful and brightness of the screen was
successful and managed to get my point across
however i could have tilted the screen a little more
to make it more realistic.I have learnt that we are
nearly out of this but we just need to keep going.

Emilia 7G
Two summers ago, I stayed in a lighthouse in Ireland on holiday.
The first day we went for a walk and then climbed down the
sheep's path to a tiny Cove. It was quiet and tranquil and when I
created this painting I had this specific cove in mind. I was
inspired to paint this scene after looking at Sandpipers by
Winifred Nicholson. I worked from a photograph of the scene. I
roughly sketch the broad outlines in pencil before using acrylic
paint. I chose acrylic paint because of its vibrant colours. I then
painted Individual pieces of gravel and then attached them to the
painting to provide texture and interest. I chose the colours blue
green, white and grey to provide a calm feel to the painting.
There are no figures in the painting because I wanted people to
be able to imagine them on the beach.
The mood of this painting is calm but with a sense of energy
suggesting the freedom of wild places. In comparison with
Winifred Nicholson’s painting, my painting is more dramatic and
it has more height to it. Winifred Nicholson’s painting is of a more
‘ordinary’ beach scene.
The mood of this painting is calm but with a sense of energy
suggesting the freedom of wild places. My favourite part of the
painting is the sea where the different shades of blue and green
blend together. Next time I would choose smaller pieces of
gravel and refine my painting of rocks.
I have learnt in this process that I do not need to paint every
single object but just give the illusion of its existence.

Grace 7G
This is a painting of my garden that I did, as the task
set for my chosen work of art (Our English Coasts) to
paint my environment. It isn’t very good as I am a
beginner at painting, but I tried my best to show the
different shades for the leaves and trees, and the
bursts of colours from the flowers. I also made the
grass brighter where the sun was shining on it. I also
tried to use a range of blues for the sky, as I wanted to
make it as realistic as possible. The fine paint brushes
allowed me to make smaller, more intricate patterns
and plants. I can improve by making the grass more
detailed, and using lots more colours, so that the
painting ‘pops’ out at you.

Roma 7G
The piece that inspired me is
by Howard Hodgkin R.B.K.,
1969-1970 because of how
unique the painting is and all
the vibrant colours which
make the painting stand out.

Victoria 7G
Purpose
I chose to create this piece of artwork because it is like the Sandpipers, simple,
nature and a strong meaning.
I worked in this way by looking carefully at the colourful image, and used dull and
bright acrylic colours.
I have created this work to show that colour and life (the scene in the
background) eventually dies (the dead branches close up).
Process
I have created this artwork with acrylic paint and pencils.
I have communicated the message behind this artwork by using bold, bright
colours for the background, representing life, and dull colours for the close up
image,representing death.
I have used my chosen medium to communicate by making my artwork simple.
I have considered my visual elements within my work to be eye- catching and
simple.
If I would compare my artwork to artists’ I would say my artwork is unique and
less thrilling than others.
Result
The impact of my artwork gives a sad mood but a light atmosphere at the same
time. This creates a strange and creative effect.
I made the water seem quite realistic and the bushes 3D which is successful.
I have learnt that adding different layers of paint creates a good picture and
texture.
I will use the techniques such as the layers to conceptualise my other future
responses.

Lily 7G
I decided to choose this image as it represents what it is
like in lockdown, not being able to see each other. I
changed mine quite a lot but still included the lines around
the outside and th
e window, which I used as a photo frame. I decided to do
one about a pregnant donkey as it reminds me of the
outdoors and the life cycle- that even though we are in a
global pandemic, animals and humans are still being born.
It also reminds me of the hot sunny days I spent with my
family during quarantine. I chose to do an outdoor scene
because I love hot summer days out with my family. I used
a variety of colour pencils to shade in certain areas of the
picture and some graphic pencils to do the sketches, I
then outlined the picture frame and the edges with a black
pen to make them more defined.

Lily 7G
Purpose:
●
I created this artwork because to me when looking at our english coasts I
see some areas have immense detail and some have less so in my piece i
created a few sections with immense detail (Where I painted with cotton
buds) and some without (The black and white areas).
●
I was looking for something that is both abstract and detailed when I saw
these beautiful rhododendrons in a park near me and decided they were
perfect.
●
I wanted to highlight the ﬂowers and how much they actually contrast and
how the areas with more sunlight have more ﬂowers than the areas with
less.
Process:
●
I printed off a photo of rhododendrons I took in black and white and then
to add detail and contrast I used brightly coloured paints to imitate
ﬂowers.
●
I ensured that the main focus of my picture was in colour because in our
english coasts I believe that the main focus has the most detail and the
slightly less important parts are not as detailed.
●
The bright colours of the paint help draw the focus to the ﬂowers.
●
The method of dotting on the paint has created texture, The dots are not
all the same shape, i did not fully mix in the white so they are all different
colours.
●
William holman hunt has gone for a more traditional style of art as it is a
landscape however i have gone for a more abstracts style.
Result:
●
The mood my art gives off is quite tranquil rather like our english coast.
●
My idea of drawing the focus to certain elements.
●
My medium was rather hard to work with as i was trying to add detail to a
certain part of the image.
●
That many paintings are more detailed than they ﬁrst appear.
●
That when looking at a piece of artwork you may interpret differently to
others.

Daisy 7G

Lily 7G
I tried to draw a picture of a lady and capture a sunset behind her. I got the
idea of the sunset from the colours of the paintings in the Tate modern. I
tried to put a moon in the background as a main centre piece however it
didn’t turn out as planned due to the position of it, it looks like it was on her,
rather than behind her. I tried to capture the lady’s curly hair but I think it
turned out more wavy.

Zara 7G

Olivia 7G

Charlotte 7G
I have decided to create a piece of artwork inspired by
Howard Hodgkin, a contemporary artist. I decided to draw
what I drew because I wanted to show what most people
might be feeling during lockdown, and how this might affect
someone. The reason my artwork is very simple and
abstract is because lockdown is a confusing time, and the
bold colours and simplicity of my piece may show that
confusion. I tried to communicate the concept that as we are
all stuck at home, our house may feel smaller and
suffocating, and not as inviting as before, and that is why i
drew the red curtains around the whole drawing to show
how everything may seem a bit suffocating.My piece is
obviously different to most of Howard Hodgkins work, as I
didnt use paints (I don't have any) but i tried to channel his
abstract work into my piece as much as possible. The
impact of my work is for it to clearly show the effect of many
months of boredom, and if I were to do my drawing again, I
would add more vibrant colour, and more defining lines to
show each object in the room.

Freya 7G
The piece that stood out to me was Totes
Meer by Paul Nash. The rusty war planes have
been put together to look like the sea. I like
this painting because it shows that not only
was the war a horrible thing, but it is showing
that humankind is taking over nature and
destroying it.

Oreoluwa 7S
My art piece was inspired
by the doctor piece I saw in
the Tate. The red dots are
meant to depict the amount
of cases of covid 19 around
the world

Emily 7S
This art piece was inspired by the painting The dead sea
by Paul Nash. His painting inspired my painting in many
different ways. The first way it inspired my painting was the
Luftwaffe plane remains in the sea. I incorporated the
remains by painting two planes flying across the painting
and another one crashing into the sea on fire like it had
been hit.
The second way Paul Nash’s painting inspired me was by
the deeper meaning of the painting. His painting show the
deep pain of the war and how it affected not just the
fighters but everybody. I took this information and did the
opposite of it. I tried to portray hope and light by painting
the sunset with
bright colours.
The third and final way his painting inspired me was, of
course, the most obvious aspect, the sea. Even though it
didn't turn out how I wanted it to, the sea shows roughness
and darkness. so from the sea to the sunset, there is a
deeper meaning( that there is hope).
I created this piece by first sketching out the planes, sun
and the sunset. Then I went over my sketches in pencil but
pressing harder - so I knew where I had to paint. This part
is quite self-explanatory, I painted the planes then painted
the sunset with an ombre effect. For the sea, I got about 5
different colours of blue and painted it. First I used the
same blue over the whole page and then I went over it in
the different colours in different areas and blended it
together. Making some areas darker some lighter and
some with a tint of green.

Jessica 7S
The piece of artwork that inspired me for the Tate Britain
project was Howard Hodgkin. The reason he inspired me is
because in my piece of art I recreated an image from my
imagination that was behind a window. I drew an ordinary
black window that was shaped like the one in my bedroom, I
drew what I thought would be behind a window in my
imagination. By making my creation more interesting, I used
bright colours of the rainbow, and I added lots of things to it
to make it have lots of colour. I chose to do a scene of
sweets leading up to a castle where the queen of sweets
would live. She would live in the cupcake and there would be
a factory below where they made sweets. I thought that pink
was a colour that represented sweet things so I used this
colour lots. I have decided to call my work ‘Magical Heaven”
because I think that this scene creates a magical picture in
your head of what your dream would be on the other side of
the window in your bedroom. Overall, I am really happy with
how my Tate Britain artwork turned out, I think that it is the
exact image that I would be imagining because I love sweets
and bright colours.

Imogen 7S
Inspired by St Mary le Port, Bristol,
John PIper, 1940
My design in my work was based on
soft happy tones because we have
been in a situation that isn’t so happy.
My favourite building when I was
younger was Big Ben . I have always
loved sunsets so i really wanted to
incorporate that in my design. In the
sunset I chose my favourite colours :
lemon yellow ,salmon pink, apricot,
oatmeal to shade it and peach.
The last two images were what I based
my work off of and the colour pallet.
Most of the bushes were shaded with
6 different colours.

Bess 7S
What do you see this as? A person peering through some foxgloves or
someone screaming in distress as they have a bee in their mouth? Maybe
you see it as a mix of the two or, something completely different!
Inspired by Ithell Colquhoun’s ‘Scylla’, this painting is full of life,
colour, adventure, and like Colquhouns work; seen as different things!
There are so many ways to see the same thing, there is no right or wrong,
and everyone sees things in their own way.
Experimenting with colours and ideas was the part I really enjoyed about
this. Not being sure how it was going to turn out and if it was even going
to work. I think it did work in the end, though there were definitely some
aspects to work on e.g. filling in the white spaces between each foxglove
stem.
All in all, I am happy with this piece of artwork and will use it to
understand colours and exploration in the future!

Antonella 7S
This artwork was inspired by artist Howard Hodgkin.He gave me the
inspiration to use bright,bold colours and abstract ideas.My artwork is
similar to Howard Hodgkin’s artwork because in Howard Hodgkin’s
piece it shows a person looking outside a window,but there are some
sort of bars that separate you and the person in the painting.This has
been interpreted,by many people, as separation from everyone else
which is like what we are going through now.But instead of having
dark,miserable colours it has bright colours in the painting.This shows
that there is a bright side and the world is still colourful.
Using this idea I created a piece of artwork that shows that even in the
hardest of times,everything keeps growing and being colourful.I have
created this work to represent what is happening now and partly how
I am feeling now.
In my artwork,there is a person standing in the middle.She is touching
the window but she feels as if she can’t go through,outside.The
beauty is right in front of her eyes but she can’t be there,where she
wants to be.Outside there is wonder,beauty but also strangeness.The
bold shapes represent this.It is also colourful,in the picture,as well as
the shapes,there is a tree,this represents nature.It represents that the
world is still growing and that it will still remain beautiful and still a
little bit magical and imaginative.
I found this work successful because I stuck with my plan. I used bright
colours.It wasn’t extremely hard to make so I didn’t make as many
mistakes.I have learned that I have to use my imagination and it all
has to be realistic but it just has to be imaginative.

Lily 7S
My art piece, although it does not have visual similarities, is
inspired by ‘A bigger Splash’ by David Hockney. His painting has a
bare modern setting in the background, although it is not
completely dull. However in the middle of this there is a big splash
that has texture and meaning and disturbs the rest of the painting
which consists of straight lines. This is the same with my drawing.
The tree is large, bare and black, hiding the details that could be
put there like moss or the wrinkles in the trunk. But it is not
completely dull.The branches look like animals and it has an eerie
atmosphere. However, instead of a splash, it has a child taking a
present that seems like the tree is handing it to them. This present
has colour and the child has colour too. So it disturbs the
background that is otherwise black and stripped of intricate detail.
And shows that even if everything is bare and perhaps boring on
its own there will always be something exciting. However, I could
have made it more proportionate to make the tree larger and the
girl smaller as this would have a stronger impact and it wasn’t a
realistic drawing or particularly well drawn one but it did have a
successful meaning.

Katie 7S
I chose to base my piece off a painting by Francis Bacon.
In my opinion my piece relates to the work not through visuals, but by
the thought process. When you look at my piece and at Francis Bacon’s
you first scrutinise the indecisiveness of the art not quite able to work
out if you should be scared or intrigued, my artwork unlike Bacon’s
however does not have a clear meaning, i like to draw people in and
force them to make up scenarios in their heads, everyone sees my art
differently, just like Bacon’s. Another thing my art does depending on
the person, they might just see the “monster” this isn't the desired
effect, but it does however make a lasting impression on them and
hopefully they remember it. The meaning of my artwork is that not all
things that look bad are scary, you see something like that and don’t
stop to think. Instead you turn and hurry away, but because it's only art
and you have nothing to fear, people will stay and examine my work,
maybe thinking maybe just looking.

Genevieve 7S
I chose to base my artwork around David Hockney’s “A
bigger splash”.
I created this artwork because I think it links well to his
piece, but also has many differences, in my opinion. I
chose to do the entire picture in black (and white) because
I thought it had more impact than if it was coloured in, and
more tranquility too. Although Hockney’s was coloured in,
it still looked simple but effective, which was what I was
going for, too. My intention in this artwork was to create a
simple, calm sea picture, a sort of paradise that everyone
wishes to jump into. It’s probably not the same idea that
Hockney had, but I wanted to bend his ideas a bit.
I made an outline in pencil, then went over it in black pen,
rubbing out the pencil underneath. I have communicated
my idea by using a simple way to get it across: just a
simple picture, just simple black pen and paper.
I think the impact of my work is good. I think I have set a
calm mood and a peaceful atmosphere. I could have
maybe added a few more details, but other than that, I am
really happy with my picture. I have learnt to not try and
rub out pencil from underneath a big blob of black pen!:)

Emily 7S
I created this piece of work as I really like and was really
inspired by Howard Hodgkins painting called K.B.A. I think
it connects to his piece of artwork as they are both window
scenes and they both have something that represents the
time they were painted behind the bars. I created my work
this way as the window represents everyone staying
inside, the bars showing that some people had to stay
inside due to other medical reasons and the rainbow
showing there the brightness at the end of every bad thing
and also for the NHS.
I created this piece of work as I thought it was a version of
Howard Hodgkins painting however it representing the
current situation.
I decided to use my watercolours to create this as I
thought they may be simple but at the same time quite
effective. Also, you were able to see what's behind the
bars!
I considered the visual elements within the artwork as I
made multiple colours with the watercolours to make sure
I got the right one which would make a good contrast.
I think that my piece of artwork was quite successful as it
turned out better than I expected and I really like it. I have
learnt that there are many different things to paint, for
example the window frame. Also, I have learnt to look/be
more inspired by famous artists as I never really looked at
artists work before.

Katie-May 7S
For my Visual Response I chose to base my piece on the
St Mary Le Port piece, John Piper. I chose Southborough
Church as it is the one closest to where I live. On the first
day I began by sketching out the shapes and figures that I
could see in my reference photo. I did this to get an idea of
how I could capture the church's 3D build. The next lesson
was adding more detail with my pencil, adding windows,
doors and grooves, I also did a little bit of shading. On
lesson three I went over my sketches in a fine liner pen so
that my drawing was more clear and so it stood out. I tried
to make my piece sort of scribbley, abstract by doing
multiple pen strokes for each line and adding line shading.
The shading and textures that I tried to add bring the piece
together in my opinion, I am very proud of my work.

Lara 7S
The piece of artwork that inspired me was
Sandpipers, Alnmouth, 1933- Winifred
Nicholson. I painted a scene of calm waves
at durdle door, in Dorset - because I ﬁnd the
beach a calming place. Because I had no
sand available, I decided to dab my
paintbrush repeatedly on the paper to create
little bumps of paint so it looked and felt like
sand. Looking at Sandpipers, I saw that
Nicolson used bright, intense colours and
didn't heavily deetail her piece, which is what
I was trying to go for. I really enjoyed
making this piece as I tried to explore and
learn different painting techniques. Overall, I
am happy with this piece as I did my best to
mirror Nicolson's style, whist adding my
own. However, with this particular piece I
think the overall outcome would look better
if I tried to paint it realistically.

Jasmine 7S
I tried to copy Paul Nash’s idea of making one thing look
like another like what he did with the planes. This time, I got
lots of spoons and tried to make them into one big spoon.
My next idea was to pile sticks up to make a mountainous
scene.

Florence 8T
For my visual response to John Piper’s Painting of St Mary Le Port, Bristol I decided to paint St Mary’s Church
in Sevenoaks which is local to where I live. Much like St Mary Le Port my visual response shows a day to day
building in the centre of the Sevenoaks community which has withstood time throughout both the World Wars
(however appears less dilapidated). In the pictures on the previous page I have got my visual response, an
actual photo of St Mary’s Church and an image of the St Mary Le Port Painting itself. My intention whilst creating
this artwork was to create a painting showing some of the same bold colours that John Piper has used in his
painting portraying a melancholy smouldering effect whilst also putting some more positive colours in the
background to lift the spirits whilst we are in Lockdown. I specifically chose St Mary’s church because St Mary
Le Port shows it in a time of ruin whereas this although has been around for a large period of time still stands in
good condition.
The medium I used in this painting was acrylic paints. I found this medium useful to communicate the concept of
this painting as it enabled me to go over some parts several times as it dries quite quickly. This was helpful to
get across the effect of different textures in different shadows and lighting. Although I haven't included much of
the content in the actual photo of St Mary's Church such as the trees and other greenery I decided that because
the background in Pipers painting is quite plain with minimal detail, immediately bringing your focus to the
middle of the painting, it would draw your eyes in to elements of the image which are there like the sign post,
stairs and the church itself. When painting my visual response, I tried to add lots of colours and shades to imply
the texture of old and decaying stone bricks working on one section of the church at a time. I have tried to
include as much texture as possible into my painting to create a similar distressed impression of the church itself
like John Piper has done almost as if the paint has actually been scraped onto the canvas. I feel that from my
painting I have communicated the effect that this church is old and yet still proudly standing. In comparison to
other artists' work, i feel that although my visual response doesn’t look entirely realistic it uses colour and texture
to portray the effect I had intended for.
The Mood my visual response creates does not look as melancholy and distressed as Piper's work however has
brighter and more positive spin but also creates more of a lonesome feel as some aspects of the St Mary’s
church picture aren’t there. I think that because we are in lockdown and unable to see friends and family
everyday the lonesome effect fits with our current situation. Some aspects of my painting that i am proud of
include: the textural effect of brickwork on the church building itself, the 3D effect on the spire and sign post. If I
was to do this again I would focus more on refining the background sky and grass to make the whole painting
look more realistic as I feel that some of the colours are too bright. I would also try to create more of a 3D effect
on the stairs to show more clearly that they are ascending up a hill. Throughout the process of creating my
visual response I have learnt how to use different colours to show the same object in different lights and now i
can use these skills in other visual responses as well.

Eleanor 8T
I found the inspiration for this piece of art from Totes Meer. I
chose to hand draw it because it needed to be intricate when
it came to the ants. My concept of this piece was that the
mounds of ant hills always seem to be the right sort of colour
to ﬁt with sand, the way they are constantly ﬁghting over one
another was how I came up with the sun being the lemon
they all wanted to reach and eat.
It is meant to look like sand dunes with a sunset, but on
closer inspection it is of ant hills trying to reach the lemon
sun, that is the same idea of Totes Meer being a sea but then
actually a crash site of planes. Although it is not the best
presentation of the work, if I could have delivered the idea in
a better way I believe the art would have shown a better
understanding of the response to Totes Meer.
My work doesn’t really make an impact on anything but I have
learnt that I need to think through how I will draw things
before I begin in pen. But also that when drawing lots of tiny
little things to go in with a pen ﬁrst as otherwise you have to
do everything twice. I think the representation of the ants is
successful but the sky looks rushed as it is in coloured
pencil.

Lydia 8T
My painting was inspired by the painter David
Hockney and ‘the big splash’ painting. He
blocks his colours and doesn’t blend much. I
really enjoyed working on this project.

Olivia 8T
I created this work because it is inspired by the piece ‘A bigger splash’. It
connects with the painting because the both resemble a place of calm
and do not have many objects included so they are both simple as well. I
decided to work this way because it resembles the original piece the
most. I wanted to keep it simple and with not much variation in colour
because that is like the original piece. By drawing this, I intended to
create a happy, calm place that was not too complex and simple in
design.
Process
I created the artwork using a sketch pencil, some coloured pencils and
some ﬂuff from an old dog toy to create this piece. I drew all the objects
ﬁrst, then coloured some of them in. I did not want to colour them all in
because a beach is a colorful place and it needs to be simple. I then
added the ﬂuff to make the illusion of clouds. I have communicated with
the viewer that it resembles a simple, calm place like the actual painting.
Result
The impact of my work is successful because I chose the key aspects
from ‘ A bigger splash’ such as the atmosphere and the mood and put it
into my artwork. By doing this, I think the two pieces are quite similar,
not necessarily by the look. I think however, I could have added a bit
more colour.

Cienna 8T
Who is Ophelia?
Ophelia is a character in William Shakespeare's drama Hamlet. She is a young
noblewoman of Denmark, the daughter of Polonius, sister of Laertes and
potential wife of Prince Hamlet, who, due to Hamlet's actions, ends up in a state
of madness that ultimately leads to her drowning.Ophelia's pose her open arms
and upwards gaze also resembles traditional portrayals of saints or martyrs.
The painting is known for its depiction of the detailed flora of the river and the
riverbank, stressing the patterns of growth and decay in a natural ecosystem.
Analysis
I choose this piece of artwork as it definitely represents peace in trauma.It
connects to Ophelia as it's a trauma of death but a peaceful protest for
justice.My intentions for this art was to show people that justice is a good thing
and can be wanted peacefully.i have made this artwork using coloured pencils
and tried to do some blending along the way. I have communicated the work by
adding words like “justice for george” in it and the art also has a police station in
it and this is the protestors main target to get justice from. I can compare this to
other artists' work as it shows concept which is a very bad trauma happening in
modern day life.The impact of my work is that people who don't agree with
protests will see there is a purpose of it and that it is peaceful..

Eve 8T
Purpose
1.
I created this the way it is, as the girl in the original looked
upset, and distressed. At the time of this painting she would
have had older problems on her mind. But the problem on
the girl in my picture’s mind - is that there is no signal/wiFi
around. She is in despair that she cannot use her
technology, as most teenagers of this generation are.
2.
I have tried to create it in a way that resembles the original
“The Lady of Shalott”, although it is slightly stylized, to
continue to give across the modern feel to it. On a whole it
is much less detailed than the original because in the
simpler of times it was more complex, but in a more
complex time - the drawing remains simple.
3.
My intention behind this is to link the similarities between
old and new times, where we all have problems - but in the
older version it proves that more modern teenagers have
lesser problems. It shows how the landscape can stay the
same but us as people have evolved, There are also fewer
trees in my version - as they will have been cut down.

Eve continued...
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Process
I used coloured pencils, and after sketching out the base I added the smaller details, and later went in with more
pressure and more details to create texture. I finally added white pen highlights to finish.
I have shown the concept through making the subject of the drawing brighter and more obvious colours, and
highlighted the phone with “wifi” symbols, I also added much less trees to show the time development
I have used pencils to communicate as the older drawing/ painting would have been made with oil paints and low
quality coloured pencils. I have used a more modern medium, an advance from what was there when the original
painting was done.
The visual elements in this piece are made up by the layers mostly, and the detail in the front trailing away to
practically none, as that is what the eye would see. Another visual element is the title of the piece, as a very
modern and not used concept. With it being big and obvious, it is tied into the actual artwork itself.
I can definitely compare this to the original “The Lady of Shalott” by John William Waterhouse, as that is what it’s
based off of. But also to many other paintings the same concept could be used, a more modern version can be
made taking the older distress into a more modern producer of upset.
Result
The impact of the work is supposed to give a dampening effect - and have a depressed tone, as (apart from the sky) the colours are all quite dull and
similar. Despite this, it could be seen as a way to reflect on how miniscule our “problems” are.
I believe the texture and colour of the water is the most successful thing - as I worked mostly on skill and technique. I believe that the time I spent on
mixing different colours, gradients, pencil movement and highlights paid off and made it look more realistic then past attempts.
I needed to refine the trees and bushes in the background as they became much less skilled, and the face of the girl could be more detailed - but the
medium I used makes it difficult.
I have learnt that I enjoy greatly drawing water - so in future will work less on that and more on the other elements. I have also learnt the difficulty of
making a visual response, as I looked at many different tate Britain pieces before I found one that sprung an idea.
I will use this idea for further pieces, and to have a concept of how much time it will take. I will also use this to remember the basics of the piece, and
how to draw the layers in a way that none overlap.

Tara 8T
I made this artwork as a response from Howard Hodgkins artwork
as his artwork caught my eye and was my favourite from the Tate
documentary. The story behind this piece I have created is quite
complicated but I will explain it. I am calling my artwork 2020. The
reason why I have called it this is because this represents what I
think of 2020. The people falling represent our chances of 2020
being a good year. All of them are going as throughout this year we
have had: rumours about WW3, Australian fires, coronavirus, Kobe
Bryant and his daughter dying in a helicopter crash, and now
protests and riots about BLM. ( More on the next slide)

My Artwork
All of these things are happening in the first few months of 2020. What more do we have to come? All of our chances are nearly up and that’s
why there are people lined up waiting to fall just like our events in 2020. The reason why the sun is setting in the background is that our year
is coming to an end and some people think that of the world. I have sort of added the bars just like in Howard Hodgkin’s picture to represent
that there is not much we can do to help we have to just sit back and watch our chances slip away. There have been rumours about black
holes roaming our galaxy, ice caps in Italy turning pink making them melt away more, a hidden ocean hidden under Antarctica, finding a lost
continent under Europe, finding the source of all life in the universe, stars vanishing, a space rock crashing into our atmosphere in Japan,
making a 3000 year old mummy speak and there is a lot more. What else does 2020 have instore for us.

Tara continued...

I have created It in Procreate (an app on my iPad). I used all sorts of textured brushes and similar colours to the painting of Howard
Hodgkins. I used white to surround the figures because they are the censored of attention in my painting. The bars are more
spaced out in my artwork, rather than Howard Hodgkins as his are quite thick and close together. The sun in the sky also brings
your attention and fills the space. The colours I have used in the sky contrast with the colours I have used for the windows and the
sun. I have tried to use different shapes and textures to bring a bit of pop to my artwork. On the cliff I have used different textures
compared to the people and the background.
My artwork gives a more sad and solemn mood and atmosphere. I think my painting was successful as I spent a long time on the
subject and the painting of it. I think it portrays what I was going for as well. I don’t think that many other things In my art needs to
be more defined, I think it’s a simple but effective piece of artwork. I think making this has taught me not to take anything for
granted and be grateful for what you have.

Georgia 8T
I created this artwork because a meadow is meant to be a nice and quiet place. This
connects to the artist because the painting has texture on the path which is made out of
sawdust attached with glue. This connects to the artist because the place i drew (a
meadow) is a nice calm and free pace you can just come to to feel calm and peaceful,
which is exactly this artist's style. I wanted to create this piece because it is so tranquil and
still.
This artwork is made with pastels, a bit of pencil, sawdust and glue. Furst, I drew the rough
sketch in pencil. Then I put glue in the places (the path) I wanted to put the sawdust. Then
I got a tray and got some sawdust and then put the sawdust on top of the glue then shook
the paper out and then filled in the gaps with some more glue and sawdust. I wanted to
make it look like the path was going further and further into the distance and then into
some woods at the end. I wanted there to be a message of calmness and stillness in the
peace, parts swaying in the grass and trees as well. I thought of drawing a person in but
then i thought to make it look quieter and more peaceful not to because nothing is to be
heard apart from nature.
The impact of this artwork is to make the person seeing this art think of calm and tranquility
as well as quietness and peacefulness. I would like this to be the mood of this piece. I think
that there are parts that didn't go as I wanted them too. I wanted the sky to have more
clouds and look sunnier but the blue pastel overpowered the white and yellow so the sky
has a few sudges of yellow and white but not as much as I wanted there to be. Also, I did
the sawdust first, which caused all the dust from the leftover pastel to dye, the sawdust
path a bit green and the colors of the flowers. I think that the flowers and the meadow part
went quite well as well because it looks quite realistic. But i think that if you hold it from
further away it looks more realistic and better than from closer up. I think that this drawing
went quite well, and I am happy with the results and how it came out.

Olivia 8T
I created this piece of artwork because it reminded me of somewhere that is very
peaceful and calming as this picture was taken when I was on a walk with my dog.
I thought this connected to the artist because Winifred Nicholson reminded people
of fun and happiness in the sandpipers artwork by recreating a place people could
escape too, so I wanted to recreate the feeling of peacefulness and calmness for
my piece. I used pencil to create my artwork because I didn't have any other art
supplies at home and I didnt want to use paint as the range of colours I had were
fuchsia pinks and neon yellows, meaning they would not assist me in my artwork of
creating only calmness. Adding to this, I created this work because I believed that I
could redraw a beautiful landscape with only pencils and I wanted to try my best
and give it a go even though I am not the strongest/best drawer.
I made my artwork by using a variety of different pencils and shades to add depth in the largest part of my page
(the grass). I think I have communicated a sense of stillness in this image as I have used cotton wool to add texture
to the clouds in the sky. I did this mainly because I wanted you to feel like when you're looking at this drawing the
whole world stops similar to the clouds in the image. As already discussed, I chose to use colouring pencils for my
work because honestly I had no choice. If I was at school, I would have preferred to use oil pastels or crayons as I
could have added more colour quicker and clearer, and also could have made the colours look more smooth by
smudging the medium with my finger. However, I found that by considering how fluffy the clouds looked in the photo
I portrayed this in my actual artwork by using cotton it made it more interesting. I believe if I had a choice to re-do
my work I would because I think if I had better supplies I may have been able to improve it and make it more of the
level of other artists.
Result: The effect created for my family is remembering the beauty of nature in that moment when looking over the field. I believe that the grass was quite
successful because I drew each stroke individually on to create the blade look the grass has. However, I think the trees need to be further developed as
they just look like green blobs with hardly any detail. From this process i have learnt that when drawing/creating you need to take your time and don't rush
as you just make more mistakes. I will use this report of this artwork for the future by checking where could have improved on this project, so I can change
that in the next.

Scarlett 8T
VISUAL RESPONSE Inspired by A Bigger Splash
I created this painting displaying a strawberry picking field. This is a place I have
visited and I based it off of a photo I took there. The piece I created relates to
Hockney's work because I would consider the strawberry picking field a place. I
would like to escape to. I also tried to incorporate the impression that this
peaceful place has been deserted, or that the person who was there has
disappeared. Hockney does this with the empty chair and the splash of water. I
attempted to make it look like someone had knocked over a punnet of
strawberries. I used a mixture of watercolour paints and acrylic paints to create
my painting. I attempted to create different textures throughout my pointing
using different styles of brunch strokes. I wanted the painting to look rough and
textured just like how the strawberry field was in realise, nothing was unisom,
and neat. I attempted to create a peaceful image of isolation just like Hockney
did to some extent I was successful and I believe.
IMPROVEMENTS
In future preces I want to use a wider range of controkes to In suture pieces I
want to use a wider range of colour to bring more use to my painting. I want to
improve my painting technique and use different brush strokes to create a larger
effect. In general I want to make my paintings more bright and vibrant. I
attempted to capture a peaceful place which can't help but make you happy. I
want the painting to lift somebody's mood and give off the atmosphere of hope
and joy. I definitely think there are many improvements I need to make but I
believe I have made a good start

Anna 8T
I created this [piece of work because it linked to my theme of
my artist. I chose the artist David Hockney and the painting ‘A
bigger splash’. My concept was to create a peaceful meadow
that had bright colours and loads of flowers and plants. I
created this art piece because I was inspired by a place that
you had to escape to. I was inspired to do this because it is a
quiet space that I would imagine to go to. I created this by
using a mix of oil pastels and a pen. I chose a mix because it
was a good way to communicate my artwork. I made it more
colourful because it would have been boring just using green.
The impact of work is meant to make you feel happy because
it is colourful. It is meant to create an atmosphere of peace. I
think my drawing of the colourful plants are successful
because they look like they have texture and are quite cool to
look at. The sky went a bit wrong because it just looked messy
and the clouds just looked messy. Next time, i think i need to
take a bit longer to do the sky because it just looks rushed and
a bit messy. I have learnt in the process how to use oil pastels
properly and how to layer them so it doesn't end up looking
messy. I will use this to know how other art pieces can inspire
me and how I can adapt their art piece to then make my own.
Also, i have learnt how to pick out little details and expand on
them, so i end up with a completely new piece of art.

Jennifer 8T
For my visual response artwork, I chose to be inspired by the ‘looking through a window’
aspect, as I find it can have multiple different views. When I was painting this, my intent was
to make a hard and mean looking up close gate, and then when you look through, you see
something relaxing and the total opposite. It could be seen as the good things shielded by the
bold, the bold being a part of the good, or the good being over the bold. It depends on how
the person looking chooses to see it.
I created my artwork using acrylic paints and a variety of flat brushes to create the effect that I
have resulted with. I started by mixing together a pale blue, and then I did a messy ombre
effect into a slightly darker blue at the bottom of the page. After that dried, I marked out where
I wanted my clouds to sit. I think clouds that are slightly pinkish help to carry across the good
feeling that I was hoping to capture. To do the clouds, I switched to a rounded brush so that I
had more control, and then I mixed in my pinks and whites together. Once I had finished
doing that, I thought something was missing, and then I realised that to carry the concept that
I was going for in a more efficient way, I should take a dark brooding colour and create a web
like structure, to give off a feeling of the clouds perhaps being trapped. When comparing my
piece to the piece I based it on, I realise that the colour palette that I have used is mainly
pastel, and I think that creates a unique touch. If I did use a neon, I don’t think I would have
got a similar outcome like the one that I am proud of.
Now that my artwork is finished, and I can take a good look at it, I think that I have
successfully given the atmospheric effect that I was looking for from the beginning, and I am
reasonably proud of myself. I feel as if my work gives a contrast of emotions, which helps add
to the theme of the work. To make the art further refined, I believe that I could have made all
of the blending smoother, and that I could attempt to make the art more realistic next time.
From this process, I have learnt where I need to develop some skills, yet I have also learnt
how to take inspiration from a number of different sources, such as the world around me.

Caitlin 8T
This piece of artwork was created by Paul Nash Iand t is called
Totes Meer. I really like how much detail he put into this and how
each wave is diﬀerent and has a diﬀerent personality. I will be
trying to create a piece inspired by this.
Purpose This piece connects to the piece above because i tried to
paint/create it as realistic as possible. I liked how in the original
there were lots of lighter places showing there is a rainbow after a
storm so I wanted to exaggerate that and add a bright light in the
middle of the water, I also used a
sun instead of a moon.
Process I created this with an A4 piece of paper, a set of acrylic
paints and coloured tissue paper. To apply the paint I used a thick
brush for the back colour and I ripped up a bit of styrofoam to get a
cloud like texture. For the land you can see through the waves. I
really liked how the ripped tissue paper gives the waves a harsh
feel and how the paint makes a more calm area. I have used my
chosen medium to communicate by making sure everything is in
proportion and i think that the painting above is deﬁnitely more
detailed and lifelike but they still are quite similar.

Result The impact of my piece is a very calm but also quite harsh
piece because of the waves; it shows that at the end of a storm there
is always a rainbow. I think the clouds were successful as they were
very detailed and quite accurate. I think I could try and make the light
in the waves a bit more blue andless bold; I have learned to take my
time and to add details where I can and from this I will use the
styrofoam again because it worked well.

Esme 8T
Purpose: I chose to create this piece of work because I took my
favourite parts of the St Mary Le Port, Bristol 1940 and applied them
onto my paintings. An example of this would be that I scratched away
at the paint just like they did and used bright colors. I chose to work in
this way because I wanted to create the same emotion and honor the
building I have drawn just like John Piper. The reason I wanted to
create this work is primarily because we have to as part of our lessons
but I also liked the way it really told a story and therefore really want
to make one behind mine. Since I have chosen a local church, it has
been shut due to lockdown, so by creating a photo of a somewhat
abandoned church- I think it will connect with the viewer as in a sense
we have all abandoned the normality of daily life.
Process: I have created the artwork by using a simple drawing and
painting over it. I have purposefully outlined the the sketch to create a
more rough and raw piece of art. I have tried communicate my
concept of it being abandoned and empty as there is no life in the
picture and i have used rusty colours such as burnt orange and brown
in some places which associate a almost desolate building. I hope that
the atmosphere I have created will get across the message but the
ﬂashes of bright colour will lighten the image and represent hope of
people coming back one day. The visual elements to my picture is the
kind of purposeful messiness. The idea of scraping something back
and smudging neat is quite powerful and I hope will be more intriguing
than a symmetrical and perfectly neat drawing. It is a bit different
from the artist work as obviously they are different buildings and
whilst he represents the physical damage of burning something, I
represent the mental pain of loneliness.

Result: The atmosphere that I hoped to create through my piece was the loneliness
and isolation that we have all been facing and hopefully the scraping of paint and
purposeful messiness will help portray this. I really liked the colour schemes that I have
used and the effect of them. I like the bright ones that contrast against the dark. I think
that I should of done a bigger painting as I would of been able to include more detail
and it would have just created a much better insight into the idea that I had. I have
learned just how hard it is to take an image in your mind and actually create that vision
on paper. I think that what was really helpful and I will deﬁnitely do again when creating
a personal response it taking the general idea and message of an image or piece but
making it more personal by making up a story in your head behind the image.

Eloise 8T
Purpose:This painting is inspired by Winifred Nicholson’s ‘Sandpipers’
painting in 1933. The purpose of this painting is to create a very realistic
atmosphere that makes you feel as if you’re there, and not in lockdown.
It is also a very peaceful location- Nicholson’s was a beach, with lots of
elements to it for realism, yet everything was all so simple.
Process: I have created a similar setting to Winifred Nicholson, but
instead of a beach being my peaceful place, I chose a wood which is
somewhere I visit a lot and is very happy and peaceful. My pictures
feature 3 little rabbits, that are simple but you can still make out what
they are, just like the sandpipers in the ‘Sandpipers’.
I have used acrylic paint to create my work. I made the texture of the
paint different, depending on what it looks like in real life. I
experimented with colour and texture with the mud path that travels into
the distance- the thick and messy layers of paint make it look like a real
mud path, whilst the silhouettes of the trees are just a smooth and fine
black shape. In the foreground, I created a texture just like Nicholson
did in her sandpipers painting. She used a dusting of sand that created
both colour and texture, and I used a dusting of dirt to create a realistic
colour and a quite chaotic area that definitely contrasts with the calm
and neat background of the sky and trees. There are also a few flowers
scattered to add a bit more colour, though still keeping the colours in the
painting simple (mostly browns and blues), just like Nicholson did.

Result:I think this turned out to be a very calming image that
does create an atmosphere, like Nicholson. I like the textures in
most places (the bunnies, mud and dirt), however if I was to do
this painting again, i wouldn't have included the specks in the sky
as it just looks too busy and unnecessary, especially as it went a
bit wrong- some came out extremely big, though it was good to
experiment and learn from my mistakes.

Kirin 8T

Artwork and annotation
I worked with water colour paints because I was trying to get a
specific effect (that I got a little of). At first I wanted to create a
lightning strike of summer with a dark blue background of winter, but
I couldn’t get the divisions sharp enough so I thought, why not just
try a few things out and layer them. I would definitely get clear
divisions and the shades would be different. The shadows created
by the slightly curved paper was at first a hindrance, but taken as
part of the work, it doesn’t look all bad. I am really happy with the
water colour in the lightning, though I wanted it to be suddenly cut
off, not have a slight border around the edge. I would like to have
been able to do everything on one piece of paper, but I don’t have
the skills for that yet. I have learnt a better way to use watercolors
and how to control them better.

Katie 8T
One of my favourite pieces of artwork in the Tate Museum was one of the ﬁnal
paintings shown in the digital guided tour: Hope, by George Frederic Watts,
1886. This is a drawing of a woman sitting on a desolate globe. She is playing a
broken lyre, where all but one string is snapped. Although she has to lean
close to the lyre she can still hear the music. I found the painting inspiring
because it demonstrated an example of not to give up hope. We can place this
into a real life situation happening in the world because of Coronavirus.
I decided to use this painting as inspiration to my own piece of art. In my
drawing you can see a bleak landscape with not much vegetation except one
thriving tree in the center of the image. This is intended to represent hope in
that amongst a ﬁeld of lifeless plants is a vibrant piece of nature, producing
fruit.
I really tried to focus on the contrast between colours of the center tree and its
surroundings. I used a set of grey or darker colours to create the landscape.
This included the sky, mountains and grass. For each I tried to balance the
colours with grey to create a sad or dry setting. Then I draw several leaﬂess
trees on the ﬁeld. Finally I created the key aspect to the drawing: the green
tree. I used a selection of green and brown pencils to create a clear contrast
from the grey surroundings.
I am happy with the ﬁnal result because I feel it really represents the idea of
hope through an abstract prospective. If I were to create a piece similar I would
consider using paint to make it more realistic.

Gracie 8T
This image on the left is the painting ‘Our English Coasts’. The artist has paid an immense
amount of attention to detail here, capturing not only the beautiful coastal view, but the different
personalities of the sheep. In response to this, I am going to have a go at creating my own piece
of art in the same way William Holman Hunt did with this.
Purpose:
This connects to the above artwork because I tried my hardest to paint my surroundings as
realistically as possible. The setting I chose works for this style because there is movement. I
chose to paint the tree swaying and the birds flying to add more lifelike dimension to the piece.
My intention behind this was to show how much movement there can be in just a simple spot in
your garden.
Process:
I created the painting with a set of water colours, a large piece of paper and a brush with uneven
bristles at the end for dimension.
I used the uneven bristles for a more lifelike effect.
I have used my chosen medium to communicate by making sure everything is in proportion, and
looks more realistic than not.
Compared with the painting above, obviously that one is much more lifelike, however I chose a
similar theme of the outdoors in order to relate as much as possible.
Result:
The impact of my piece is a very soothing piece, and I think the atmosphere created is one of
calm and relaxation. In the painting, I think the tree was very successful because of the use of
the brush to make the leaves look like they are blowing in the wind. My least favourite aspect of
the piece is the birds as they do not have any detail to them. If I was to refine this, I would make
sure I added details to the birds in order to make them more life like. I have learnt that I need to
take my time with what I am painting, and to add as many details as possible to really capture
the element of the location. I will mainly use the uneven bristles in the future because I think they
make everything look much more realistic and life like.

Ella-Rose 8W
Response to Francis Bacon

Shannon 8W
I created this work because it connects with the ‘Three Studies for Figures at the Base of Crucifixion' by
Francis Bacon. It does this through representing humans, and the worried and scared feelings that come
with our lives, as well as the inevitable suffering that we must experience during our time on Earth. Also, it
links to the current events, as it shows how worried, scared and sad we all are in times like this.
I kept it very simple - the only facial feature I included is one eye, which shows a teardrop. There is also no
colour. I did this because it shows the simplicity in life - I know it’s very complicated, but, boiled down, life is
simple - and it allows us to focus on the actual meaning of the drawing. Also, I think it does look better in just
pencil than it would in colour, but that is just my opinion.
To show the pain and suffering (through the teardrop, the hand over the face showing that the person is
scared) that comes with life, especially in times like this.
I created the artwork with a pencil, through shading, dark shading for the eyelashes, eye pupil and various
other things, and light shading for other parts. I had to use a ruler and rubber, as well. The pencil, with lack
of colour, shows simplicity, communicating how I feel about life. The lack of colour makes it look better, in
my opinion, as it allows us to focus on the real meaning behind the drawing.
Francis Bacon’s work is different to mine as his drawing has colour, mine does not. His has more shapes,
whereas mine is simple, and his is three drawings, mine is just one.
It makes you think about human life, and it makes you sad, in a way, once you think about it. I quite like the
eye, it’s not the best, however it took me ages and I think it’s okay. I’ve never drawn an eye before and it
was quite difficult, but I would say I am happy with the result, particularly the iris itself. Also, the hand - not
everything about it, but rather the detail on the fingers and the fingernails, particularly the ring and pinky
finger. The shading on the hand could be better, I simply just shaded it all one colour instead of doing
different shades for different parts. Also, the eyelashes, they needed a more pointy pencil to refine them
better. I have learnt how hard it is to draw eyelashes, and how pointy the pencil needs to be while drawing
eyelashes. Also, how to draw an eye in general.
I had to think a great deal while doing my work. It is always good to take things into consideration and find
the best possible response to whatever you’re doing.

Jemima 8W
Response to Francis Bacon:
-the original painting physically shows
a lot of emotion, however in this
interpretation, you can see the sort of
pain they must be experiencing (hence
the barbed wire rather than veins)
however they are unable to express it.

Temitope 8W
I created this work because it’s a
frozen moment in time like ‘A
bigger splash’ by David Hockney.
I decided to draw my work
because that way I could make it
simpler. It created this work
because I think it really captures
a frozen moment in time.

I think my artwork and David
Hockney’s artwork are quite similar
because they are both quite simple
but do capture a frozen moment in
time. We also didn’t use too many
colours. However, Hockney did
colour in his background but I did
not.

I created the artwork by taking a
while to photograph the tap in my
kitchen then I drew it and
coloured it in on a piece of paper.
I made sure to capture the drip as
soon as it left the tap so it’s like it
is really ‘frozen’. As David
Hockney’s work was a ‘simple’
scene I didn’t spend too much
time worrying about the detail of
the surroundings. E.g. the writing
on the soap bottle.

I think my artwork creates quite a
calm atmosphere because there
isn’t much going on. I personally
think it was quite successful as I did
capture my moment of time. I think I
could maybe add a background
colour to liven it up a bit. From
doing this I learnt that making art
can be time consuming but it is well
worth it.

Amy 8W
I created this work because a rainbow is a symbol of
hope and peace. I used the pencils in this way
because the attention then focuses on the rainbow. I
made it because I think that in these times we all just
want to be hopeful that it will all end soon.
I created this by layering sketching pencils to make
shadows and contrasts. I used the coloured pencils
as a colour pop to make it seem as though things can
and will get brighter/better.
The mood of the overall picture is supposed to
convey joy and happiness through the use of bright
colours. I think that the lines need to be refined a bit
more. I have learned how to create layering and
shadows in my work.

Madeleine 8W
I used Mona Hatoum’s Interior/exterior as inspiration for my piece of artwork. When it was shown
during the Tate online tour the presenter talked about how many of the ideas can be applied to
people’s feelings and emotions during this pandemic. I think that it is easy to assume that the
things people are currently experiencing have never happened before but the artwork at Tate has
definitely shown me that people have been through similar times and have felt the same way as
we do in the past.
My favourite part of Mona Hatoum’s work was the idea of false comfort. This was shown by the
chair that was impossible to sit on and the bed with no mattress. Governments are known to
keep what is going on under lock and key to avoid scrutiny from the media. They have often tried
to give the public a false sense of security so that people still trust them. Although we are lucky
to live in a country where we have the freedom of speech and know roughly what important
decisions are being made, there are places in the world that don’t have those luxuries. In my
work I represented this with the official stamps saying ‘belonging’ and ‘comfort’.
The presenter highlighted the idea of ‘belonging’ as an important feature in Hatoum’s work. Not everyone knows where they belong or even what belonging is. Mona Hatoum has travelled all
over the world and people who live constantly on the move may be able to relate to this. This can be interpreted in different ways, people literally moving from place to place a lot, or people
always finding different things that interest them and new ways to be themselves.
Mona Hatoum's piece was based around the idea of a room so I thought it was important to incorporate that in some way. In order to put some of my own ideas in, I included lots of different
rooms with different things in them. The shape of the room wasn’t important to me, I just wanted to make sure they were obviously different. I feel as though sometimes people try to describe
themselves as one thing but think that it is important to never narrow your horizons too much. In life you can belong in many places - shown by the many different rooms.
The deepest room with a single person curled up in it is meant to signify how sometimes we feel alone. It may sound cliché, but the window shows that if you choose to look, there is a way
out. It isn’t always necessary to immerse yourself in sadness and loneliness when happiness can be found not too far away.
Mona Hatoum left traces of her hair all over the room, I wanted to make some of the lines and walls look as if they were made out of hair. The dotted blue lines are also featured to pay
homage to the flight patterns on Hatoum's pillow.
I enjoyed using such an interesting piece of work and adding some of my own ideas. It was so complex already, so my aim was to not over confuse the message. Art like this really goes to
show that because we are all human beings, we experience the same feelings and emotions despite having different experiences and backgrounds. This is particularly relevant due to the
Black Lives Matter movement. It is important to understand that despite our differences there are no legitimate reasons to discriminate against anyone just because of their appearance.

Lucia 8W
R.B.K - 1969-70- Howard Hodgkin. This piece of art links to how many of us have
got used to living in the same space all day, everyday. This is very clear due to the
use of bars which shows that you are ‘locked’ in these rooms for a while. I like the
bright use of colour because it turns a dull painting, blocked by thick bars to a
colourful, vibrant piece of art that has clear meaning. The space used in this
painting does not consist of much clutter in the room and is just a simple chair
and a TV/painting.
This is my final piece of art. I added different colours to what it looks like in real
life to give it a more abstract and exciting look. On the chairs I added white
outlines similar to the original piece of art. I made sure the sunflowers were in the
centre and clear. Also, I decided not to fully colour in the stripes and just outline
them because it makes them clearer that way. The reason I chose this part of my
house is because I have been spending lots of time here and I thought it would
suit the theme of lockdown/quarantine because of the stripes/bars which makes
it feel enclosed. I did change a few things from the real life space in my house to
make the image clearer, I took away small details like the blinds and I just had
blue skies coming through. This made it really clear that those were windows.
(The final artwork was completed on the activity day using one hour of my time)I
think I could have improved the bars/stripes. This is because the orange outline is
not straight and has many bumps throughout the image. If i was to do this again i
would definitely take more time and care into this small detail because it would
make it look so much better and neater. I am happy with the colour choice and
the white lines on the chair. It is a fun feature inspired by the original piece of art.
The overall colouring could have been neater but i think it gives it more texture
just like a wooden floor because my wooden floor is not perfect and there are many marks etc. that make it unique and interesting. From this process, i have learnt that you can never get bored of your
home, there are always things that are unique and interesting that you don't realise normally.
Overall I created my own version of the R.B.K artwork, using my own home and putting a spin on it. (the bars/stripes, border, colour) The impact of my work was to show that everyone has been stuck in
their own homes, like this piece of art but I am trying to make these people realise that their homes are beautiful and can never get boring. There are so many ways you can draw a section in your home
whether it is a detailed sketch or one like mine with random colours that are not actually their. It is showing that you can have fun and experiment with different areas of your home.

Clotilde 8W
The falling petals shows ‘Nothing lasts forever’
The flower shows how there’s still hope- no matter how small.
The effect of the flower, full of colour shows both sombre and colourful in a
picture.
The shading represents how dark and gloomy the picture is.
It connects to the artist, George Frederic Watts, as the landscape is very
sombre and shadowy; however, in similarity to the Hope painting, the
flower represents that there is still hope and life even in the darkness. I
started shading on the far edge and worked, pushing the pencil lighter and
lighter, towards the middle, layer after layer. My intention in this work is for
people to see that, even in the darkest times there is still light/hope.
I have communicated the feeling and the intention by making it dark
everywhere except in the middle with the flower, making the whole artwork
feel dim. I have considered my visual elements as I chose a blooming
flower- something that represents nature and life. A difference with my
painting and the Hope is that the visual element is different: in the Hope it
is a distraught, female figure while mine is nature. A similarity is that the
women in the Hope painting plays a lyre with only one string remaining. In
my artwork, the flower has only a few petals left- the flower is incomplete
like the lyre.
The impact of the artwork is that the person feels distraught but hopeful as
the flower survives the dark. The artwork is very successful as the
message gets across really well. The shading needs to be refined: darker
on the far side and there needs to be less white in the middle. I have
learnt how to, by using shading, give a message across. I will use different
techniques/ methods of drawing to get the message across in the painting
and I will always realize how I can improve or refine the artwork until I am
pleased with it.

Millie 8W
I’ve chosen to respond to Francis Bacon
because his artwork inspired me to realise that
people are hurting during quarantine and this
could be for a lot of things

Erin 8W
I created this artwork because it represents
tranquility and isolation. It symbolizes an
escape from busy everyday life, a place where
you can be alone with your thoughts. It also
represents a similar thought to David
Hockney’s artwork, A Bigger Splash, a place to
escape from everyday normality, to a place
that is quiet and peaceful.
I decided that the use of pastel colours would
create a peaceful atmosphere, achieving my
aim. I also thought that by using different
shapes to create my artwork, it would create
an interesting piece to look at. As well as most
of the shapes do not have sharp or straight
lines, so it also gives the artwork an added
feeling of natural tranquility.

Erin continued...

Lily 8W

Olivia 8W
My Art piece was inspired by Belshazzar’s Feast, the Writing On
Your Wall, 1983-1984, Susan Hiller.
It captures a pink-toned sunset background and is filled with images
of sunsets, beaches, and other things. I got all the pictures from
magazines.

Rachel 8W
I chose to respond to Francis Bacon because I really
understood the idea of quarantine and people’s feelings and
how their lives have been affected by it.

Erin 8I
I chose to do a more positive painting that was inspired by the painting
by William Holman in 1852 called 'Our English Coasts'. In my artwork
the medium I used was acrylic paint and I used paint brushes to put it
on canvas paper. My artwork intention was to show the beauty of
nature and how we took it for granted everyday until quarantine when
we realised we should have been grateful for the simple things such as
being able to go outside.
The scene I set my painting in was the sun setting behind the
mountains with a meadow of sunflowers and a lake reflecting the
mountains in front of it and a path going through the mountains. The
sunflowers represent happiness and the lake reflecting the mountains
represented self-reflection which a lot of people have done during
quarantine. I painted mountains to suggest how peaceful the outdoors
have been since quarantine.
The atmosphere in the scene is very tranquil and beautiful. I found that
painting the sunflowers and hill next to it went successful but painting
the mountains was a challenge. I also realised that I should have
painted the lake before the sunflowers because I had to avoid painting
over the sunflowers and leaving blank spaces. I feel like I could’ve
spent more time adding details .

Grace 8I
The painting that has inspired me is Hope by
George Frederic Watts as I think it is very topical to
our current situation and it is an important
message that people need to hear. I was very
inspired by the story about the woman who saw the
painting and it really showed me how much art has
an impact towards people.

Lucy 8I
My drawing is of a church window, it is a
mixture between the King Charles The Martyr
and the trinity windows in Tunbridge Wells.
In this drawing I tried to focus on the shading,
which was mainly on the rocks. Next time, i will
use a thinner black pen as it looks quite messy
as the pen was very thick.
My favourite part about my drawing are the
rocks.

Astrid 8I
I think my depiction of the painting Ophelia shows and supports the meaning of the
actual painting in a sense of focusing on something good in all the bad. I also decided to
make it feel like quite a sad image but again kept the theme of focusing on the good. I used
the quote at the top to give it more depth and meaning other than the fact it was just a
picture.I wanted the concept of the picture to show that she is rather delicate and fragile,
which I tried to show through using very fair and light colours on her. I also wanted to use the
flowers to portray the “light at the end of the tunnel” which was also the quote which is why I
used more vibrant and bright colours.
I decided to use pencil and gold paint because it created quite a delicate and
peaceful picture of the girl to contrast with the darkness of the black around her.
I used the gold paint to create an almost fairy-tale look, because Ophelia is a character in
Shakespeare's books. Regarding communication of greater depth, I think that the medium i
used and the quote conveys rather a lot, for example using light colours like I mentioned
before. I think that the light colours were essential because they make the contrast between
her, the darkness, and the flowers. I wanted to show this because it portrays the quote and
you can analyse it into a greater depth, you could say she is the train, the enveloping
darkness behind her is the tunnel and the flower is the light. I decided to use the flowers as
the “ light” because in the original she is surrounded by nature and she is holding flowers.
I would say one of the similarities of my picture and the original work is that both
women in the images have small features and they are both quite soft and gentle. I think that
it turned out well however, if I had the skill to add more detail I think I would, I might make the
“darkness” a bit more modern and maybe add some words that bullies might say to show that
she is focusing away from the bad and towards the good even more. I think that the impact of
my work is there and there is a sad atmosphere but I would like to add more to portray it even
more. A contrast between my picture and the actual one is that even though it shows distress
and sadness it is still peaceful enough to show stillness.

Amelie 8I
So for my visual response, I had to do a response of Our English
Coasts. I wanted to create something that showed off the bright,
bold colours of the flowers and plants and also showed the light
reflecting. I used watercolours for the base colours such as the
grass/ sky or the fence and then made it lighter to represent the
light. This was because in the original painting, how the light was
represented on nature inspired me and I also like the bright, bold
colours used for the plants.
The artwork I created was from looking outside in my garden. The
image you see of my painting is my garden and deck. We have
lots of plants in my garden so I thought this would
be a good idea to show off the nature and include lots of colour.
This could compare with the original artist’s work as they both
show off the natural light and bold colours of nature.
The original piece is very beautiful and I am glad I was able to be
inspired by it despite getting slightly stressed along the way. I
used coloured pencil and pen to create more detailed effects on
the flowers for example and to create a more bold look as it is
hard to create this using just watercolours.

The final result of the larger painting where I tried to focus on
the bright, eich colours like in the original painting as well as
the lighter to darker shades of colours to represent the light
reflections

Amelie continued...

The smaller piece I made to help
show the lightness on the fence
and ground.

I think that the result helps to show off the light and shadow
as well as bright colours of nature. I created two pieces as at first,
the larger piece was making me quite stressed so I decided
to create a smaller, more detailed piece of art.
I personally think that the successful pieces are the shading
/ light to dark I created using different shades of a colour.
Maybe I could of added more sky to the painting or enjoyed the process a bit
more. Also, I tried to create different tones in the flowers but perhaps they could
be developed even more.
I have learnt not to get too stressed as the best things happen when happy and
in the future I will learn from this and also learn that watercolours can be hard
when doing detailed work.

Harriet 8I
Visual Response to Totes Meer (Dead Sea)

For my visual response, I had the idea
by seeing a spilled bit of flour in my
kitchen and I thought it looked a bit like
mountains. So, I got my camera out and
went into my basement because it is
really dark. I put a black piece of card as
a backdrop and shaped a pile of flour
into a shape of a mountain. For the
orange light I used an orange box and
for the blue light I used a blue washing
machine capsule.
If you looked at the picture quickly you may
think it was a real mountain but if you look
closer you can see that it is actually a pile of
flour. I chose to respond to Totes Meer
because I liked the idea that something isn’t
quite what it may seem to be until you have
a closer look.

Freja 8I

‘Sunflowers’
About:
My piece is about a world where
everything has changed coloured
except the sunflowers. The grass
is now blue, the sky is yellow, the
water is green, the mountains are
purple and the sun is red but the
sunflowers are still brown and
yellow.

Ruby 8I
Even though my drawing isn’t similar at
all to Totes Meer by Paul Nash, it is still
inspired by it as the method of drawing is
still very different but i’ve always thought
that the texture and angular lines of the
mountains and the blend of colours.
The landscape of my artwork is inspired
by the angular frames of the mountains
and contrasting colours which follow
down the straight, neat lines of the
original drawing.

Megan 8I
Response to ‘Our English Coasts’
My response to ‘our english coasts is a painting of a scene in nature. A deer is drinking from water
with a mountainous background and a field. I chose to paint this because I feel it is similar to the
painting by William Holman Hunt. His painting is also set in nature with a flock of sheep on a field
by the coast. They are both in nature consisting of animals and a body of water. I noticed how he
paid a lot of attention to the smaller features and put as much effort into them as the main features.
I tried to do this in my painting as well, by spending a lot of time on the mountains in the
background as well as the small flowers in the field. Even though my painting is not by the coast, I
still tried to make it similar to the original by painting mountains in the background like in his and
smaller details such as the daisies. My intention was to take features of the original painting and to
add them into my own version. Some of the features from the original include the sea,
mountainous setting and wildlife. I tried to include these in mine as well, but differently.
I decided to respond to William Holman Hunt’s painting by doing a painting too. I used
acrylic paints to try and produce a painting similar to his. For most of the painting, I looked at his
piece and thought of what to include into mine. However, for some aspects such as the deer, I
needed to research to try and make it more realistic. I searched up some pictures of deer which
helped. For me, the painting itself portrayed a sense of peace in nature which I tried to include in
my painting too. In order to do this, I painted in a sunset in the background. I feel sunsets make a
person more calm as it is the end of the day, so I wanted to convey this through my painting. It is
quite a quiet scene with a single deer drinking water from a lake which I feel is quite calming, as
opposed to many sheep in the original. His painting also hasn't got much colour in it except quite
dim colours. I replied to this with including many more and brighter colours. I feel nature is very
lively and beautiful so I wanted to portray this through bright colours such as the sunset and bright
grass and water.
After including all of this, I feel like I have produced something which is similar to ‘our english
coasts’ yet still has unique features as well. I have produced an aesthetically pleasing painting
which portrays what I feel nature is like. I tried to focus on the smaller aspects of the painting as
well as the main parts which I think have paid off. From this experience I have learned that you can
take features from a painting and you can change them to suit your needs and make something
unique.

Millicent 8I
I created this work because I felt it connected to the
author in the colour and using a pool was also a key
feature in David Hockney's art artwork. I used a lot
of straight lines and no curvy, I worked this way to
try and be as similar as the style of Hockney's
work. I created this work with the intention to try to
create a work that looks like it would be painted by
Hockney. I created this work by first outlining a pool
figure and and buildings and going over in bold felt
pens (i didn’t have any paints). I think the work is
very bold but i do think the work needs improvement
on the colour scheme and overall picture.

Imogen 8I

Howard hodgkins r.b.k inspired artwork
For my work I decided to use the Howard Hodgkin
artwork,because it is very colourful and abstract
I prefer abstract work because you can have more
freedom and you can do more of what you want to do.
I used this painting for inspiration in that I used
a lot of different colours, I also used the sharp lines
to indicate the same meaning as the other one
that the colour us trapped behind bars.
I made this by grabbing a large piece of card
I then chose some brightly coloured card and cut up
them into small pieces, I then applied some thick
tape, I then spend quite a long time matching the
pieces so they fit neatly in the gaps, I think peeled off the time

Hannah 8I
My idea was a girl lying on dead grass. Everything is dead around her.
She is in the middle of the page and is looking at the sky. In the sky are
the northern lights full of hope and wonder and possibility. Below her, in
the soil, are dead things. Things you don’t need like materialistic values.
Cars and jewels along with bones and worms, and values like greed and
envy. My piece is made to show you don’t need anything other than hope
and a heart full of love. It was inspired by a piece in the Tate Britain called
Hope, painted by George Frederic Watts
.
It is connected to Hope by George Frederic Watts because, as in
that picture, where the woman is leaning in to hear the music, so in mine,
the girl is looking upwards at the light. I used watercolour to create this
piece, and watercolour pens for the finer details below the soil.
I think my work is impactful in making you consider what really
matters in life. Is it the materialistic things you own, or is it love and hope
and dreams? To make my pece more successful I would make the sky
brighter, maybe adding more colours so it’s more like a galaxy or a nebula.
From this process I have learnt that you can always find the light, even
when times seem dark.

Ameera 8I
For my visual response to a piece of artwork in Tate Britain, I decided to
keep with the piece that I chose first as I had many ideas of how to
represent this. I created this artwork as when I first watched the video on
‘Museums in quarantine, Tate Britain’, the painting Totes Meer stood out to
me the most and showed a lot of meaning/messages within the artwork. I
created the work in this way to show what the piece meant. To show how
much destruction there is in life and how not everything and everyone is
always happy. The bricks symbolise the destruction and sadness
however, in the corner of a few of the photos I took, you can see some
weeds and plants growing. These show that through all of the dark and
misery, there is still hope. The weeds show life while the bricks and
destruction demonstrate death.
The artwork I created was made from bricks that used to be part of my
house (they had been removed when my house was having work done to
it before lockdown). I made sure that the bricks were in a pile before I took
the photo and looked very messy and destructive to illustrate the
messages hidden in the Totes Meer piece.
From studying this artwork, I have reflected on how emotional
destruction can be visualized using physical materials and how it can
show many different messages depending on the way that you look at it.
This visual response of a piece of artwork has helped develop my
creativity and has made me realise how much you can read and learn
from one painting.

Amy 8I
I created this because it is my interpretation on
the message behind the painting Totes Meer
by Paul Nash. I used his work to inﬂuence
something I created, but with the same
message.
I created this artwork to convey the how the
death of one thing can be the life of another,
similar to how Paul Nash used a graveyard of
war planes to show a raging sea, I used the
death of the leaves to create a rising sun to
represent the beginning of a new day ﬁlled
with life.

I have tried to communicate the
concept of my work through
using something dead to show
something
commonly
associated with life.
I have used dead leaves to
communicate this by placing
them in a way that represents a
rising sun.

I have considered the visual elements within
the work by using multiple different leaves that
all look different and are slightly different
colours to show how things change and it also
add depth to the image.

My artwork compares to Totes Meer by Paul
Nash because life and emotion within the
artwork are represented in different ways. In
Totes Meer, the graveyard of war planes create
an ocean ﬁlled with anger, but I have used a
pile of dead leaves to create a sunrise ﬁlled with
hope .
I think that the impact of my work is that it
shows how when the end comes to something
it is not always a bad thing, and can be the
beginning to creating something new.

I worked in this way because there is so much
depth within Totes Meer, I tried to convey that
within my own work by working in 3D to show
depth within the image.
To create my artwork, I used dead leaves I had
found within the garden, but at different
stages of their decay. I used more recently
fallen leaves that were still green to create a
horizon and older leaves to represent a sun.

Totes Meer - Visual Response

I think the message I wanted to
convey was successful because
the life within the image created
with something dead is clear to
see.
I think the concept of death
within my artwork could be
further developed.

From this process I have learnt how to use
multiple things to create art and not just
drawing, and how you look at something can
change your opinion of it. I also think that I
have learnt different ways in which a concept
within a piece of artwork can be displayed and
how multiple images and ideas can be used to
create one piece of art.
I
will
use
this
to
support
other
conceptualisations
in
further
personal
responses by taking into consideration the
message and concept of a piece of art, and
think about what the artist has done to try and
convey their concept and ideas within their
artwork.

Maria 8G
One of the pieces that stood out to me was
the one that George Stubbs painted in
1780. It was his vision of the countryside
because he lived in the city. The reason why
it stood out to me was because it feels like
a really relaxed picture. The people that
worked on the farm looked clean, happy
and healthy. If you look carefully you could
see the church spire. It also looks really
realistic and it is quite detailed.

Tara 8G
I was inspired by the soothing and relaxing colours of
Sandpipers by Winifred Nicholson, so I wanted to replicate
these colours in an abstract artwork composed of right angled
triangles, which are quite simple, so the main focus of the
artwork is the colours. I used pastel post-its and cut them into
the triangles and I think it worked quite well.
I think the colours are very similar to Sandpipers, as this was
the aim, but in another sense my artwork is very different
from Sandpipers as it is abstract and doesn’t depict a
landscape or birds.
I think an improvement could be just making the triangles a
bit neater so they all look more uniform, or considering using
paint next time to create a less rigid abstract artwork.
A skill I have learnt is how to take a main aspect of an artwork
and put that forward as inspiration for my own artwork, I have
also learnt how to turn this inspiration into a completely
different type of artwork, e.g. abstract.

Mahzabin 8G
My watercolour painting is inspired by the painting 'Totes Meer'. To
represent the same
feeling of destruction and devastation, I have painted a destroyed
house in the midst of a thunderstorm. To make the work look as
realistic and as effective as possible in catching the attention of an
observer, I chose to use watercolours which allow me to blend in
and create more colours than colouring pencils. The closer you are
to the painting the more obvious the cracks and broken parts of the
house are. I have used a mixture of dark colours to represent the
depressing feeling; grey brown, black. The darkness behind the
broken windows resembles the serene emptiness inside the house
after a large disaster, presumably an earthquake or hurricane,
ruined it. The broken tiles, cracks and chunks of missing brick
resemble how much the house is falling apart and how inhabitable
it is now. I think that my painting has an atmosphere of calmness
but at the same time urgency and anger because of the storm
raging above the house. I have chosen to do this type of painting
because the destroyed house has a sort of similar 'after the storm'
calmness like Totes Meer. However I think that the painting
would've been more effective and similar to Totes Meer if I painted
the house on a bright sunny day or cloudy day instead of one with
a storm. This would've emphasised the effect of the broken house
on the observer more.

Yaazhini 8G
Purpose:
I really liked how Winifred painted a scene that allowed a person
to escape their life and into the painting. I wanted to do the same
thing so I thought of a place that made me calm and I thought of
meadows. She used sand to create texture. This really made the
painting better so I thought I could pick up the green leaves and
the wheat grass and used that to create the same textures.
Process:
I decided that painting would be the best for this piece.I used a flat
brush to create the sky and I was really happy with it. It took me a
few tries to get the right blend between the dark blue and the
lighter blue. I made the clouds wispy so it would seem dreamy. I
painted the trees different greens because it wouldn’t be realistic
if it was all the same colours.
Result:
I think, considering I am not the best painter, I am very happy with
the outcome. I especially like the sky and the clouds. Painting
those were my favourite parts. I think that the sky made all the
difference, my past tries were very gloomy but I think the
atmosphere of this painting is very calm and happy. I am least
happy about the grass. I think that area could be refined and made
better. I learnt how to paint clouds. I used a dry paint brush to
blend the clouds out. I saw this technique in a video and it turned
out better than I expected.
Overall, I really like my painting but there is a lot of room for
improvement.

Vanessa 8G
I chose to do my own response on “our English coasts” by
William Holman Hunt. The painting gave off a simplistic feel
so i wanted to take that and put it into my own piece but not
in the same way. I usually think of cartoons or children's
shows when there's a simple topic, so i decided to start off by
creating a very simple cartoon landscape and then added
small details like pattern instead of using texture. “Our
English Coasts” also includes bright pops of colour so instead
of colouring the whole image i decided to add pops of colours
in various places so that the pattern was still easily visible. I
was going to use pencil for this however i wanted it to be a
bright as possible so i decided to use pens and add pencil
when needed. I think that i could have added more colour
and detail to the drawing if i made it bigger but i was rather
low on black ink so i made it as big as i could before the ink
started to run out. Although i made it small, i still think that
my response gave off the feel that i was aiming for.

Khadijah 8G
This piece was inspired by Paul Nash’s ‘Totes Meer’.
This picture describes sadness and sorts of
depression from sadness that we experience as girls.
The girl has oozing parts on her body to describe
how she feels like dying as she doesn’t fit in and her
dress is full of comments that us girls are hated.The
tears are her crying because of all the hate. I haven’t
managed to fit all of them in but the picture is just one
of many sadnesses we feel and that is why I chose
the theme sadness. I hope you enjoy the artwork.
Thank you.

Isobel 8G
I created a work based off of Scylla because as well as being a beautiful landscape, it
is also based off of something else that you wouldn’t see at first. My artwork links to
this because it is also based off of something. This is two feet crossed over each other.
In my picture the two paths are my legs and the mountain is made up of my feet. I
chose to link my artwork like this because I really liked how in Scylla once you knew
what it was based off you could see it and you would never look at it exactly the same
afterwards. My intentions for this artwork were for people to see a mountain with two
paths, and when they look closer realise what it is based off, like in Scylla.
To create my artwork I started putting my legs in weird positions, trying to see an
image like in Scylla, but I couldn’t see any. So I lay down and decided I would try again
later, and then I saw my feet in their resting positions and could instantly see a
mountain with two paths. I think to communicate my idea, I will have to explain what it
is, like in Scylla, because I would not have realised before. I have used lots of small
strokes in my artwork to try to give the effect of movement in the grass, and I have
added a bright sunset like the bright and interesting colours in Scylla.
The atmosphere in my artwork is mainly happy and relaxing because of the beautiful
sunset, but it is also partly worrying, because of the choice in paths, and what might
happen if you chose the wrong path. Some interpretations might say that the paths can
represent right and wrong, good and evil, night and day, life and death or even just
easy and hard. I think my image was quite successful because (hopefully) you can see
the image of my feet in the mountains. I could further develop differences between the
paths, but in some way this is also a strength, because in life you can’t tell what lies
ahead, and you can’t tell what the path will look like when you make a decision. From
this process I have learnt that anything can inspire artwork, and sometimes what you
need to inspire you is right in front of you all along.

Isabelle 8G
Artwork inspired by
Francis Bacon

Olivia 8G
Inspired by Howard Hodgkin ‘R.B.K’

Alana 8G

Sophie 8G
A response to “'Woman's Mission: Comfort of Old Age'.
I like this one because the artist used a lot of detail, and
it shows a story of the woman looking after the old
man.
I think that this is a good painting to respond to
because it shows well our current situation, and shows
the pain of the doctors and patients
I thought that this would be a good painting to create
to create awareness and show people what it is like for
the patients and carers in hospitals
I thought that using watercolor pencils is a good art
form to use because it is a good way to add detail
I think that this is a good picture because it can
compare simply with the doctor's painting, and we can
see how medicine, technology and care has changed
throughout time.

Gabrielle 8G
I took the photo on the right last year when I
was at Hastings Pier. I decided to paint this
photo because I think it is similar to David
Hockney's painting as they both relate to the
current self isolation we are experiencing
now.
The artwork is similar to ‘A Bigger Splash’
because the colours are quite vibrant
however I added more detail than Hockney
did. I think it creates a happy mood but has a
lonely feeling to it as there are no birds and
no humans.
I am proud of the sea and the detail on the
sheds however my brush was too thick to be
as precise as I wanted. I think that I should
define the sheds more and maybe outline the
objects with a fine black pen to create a more
David Hockney inspired piece. I should have
also made the horizon line more distinct
between the sea and the sky.

Olivia 8G
The artwork that stands out most to me is 'Three Studies for
Figures at the Base of a Cruciﬁxion' by Francis Bacon. It looks
very dark and twisted, and the ﬁgures are monstrous, but they
still look human. It portrays suffering and pain; the ﬁgures look
as if they are screaming, and it represents many times in history
where lives have been lost. It is the most dark and unhappy out
of all the art shown in my opinion, but it doesn't show a clear
scene or a clear period in time. Some of the other paintings
display the war, or doctors caring for sick patients, but you
could make out exactly what was happening in those paintings.
This painting has a sense of mystery and the unknown, which
makes it alluring and interesting. The background for this
painting is a very harsh shade of red, and the ﬁgures are darker
and more neutral colours. The ﬁgures are deformed and look as
if they are writhing around. This painting is dark but very
powerful.

Mikaela 8G

Mikaela Yambao 8G

This is a response to the piece of art that really inspired me - Howard Hodgkin R,B,K 1969-70. The reason for this is because of the use of vibrant colours
in the painting and the meaning and emotions in it too. It’s like we can relate to this painting because there are green bars on this which is like a 'jail' and
how were in lockdown today its like were behind bars. I really like this painting because there is a window and there’s a man staring out the window, we
can also relate to this because we are not allowed to go outside for loads of reasons , so we just stare out the window. It also implies that he's maybe
bored and how were bored too. We can't see our friends and maybe some of our family too so it also manifests sorrow and dejection.

Katherine 8G
A visual response to Sand Pipers by Winifred
Nicholson.
This piece really inspired me because it
borders the line between abstract and real. I
really like how she mixed some sand in her
paints to create texture. I think the painting is
really beautiful and is very calming and
peaceful.

This painting is of a place we once
stopped at on holiday. I mixed my paints
with some soil as Nicholson did in her
Sandpipers painting.

Niamh 8G
When I saw ‘A Bigger Splash’ by David Hockney, I got this idea about the absence of humans. In his
painting there is a splash in the pool, but no one there to create it, but there is a house and a chair in
the background, clearly hinting towards a someone. I started thinking about what would happen if
that person never came back and my ideas about the rest of the world not needing us humans
sprung off that. I have tried to show what would happen if we all never came back with a toy bus and
some photography. To create the piece, first I used sandpaper to wear away some of the paint and
logos on the toy bus, then I used a sponge and some nail polish to create mould and lichen. I stuck
some paper leaves onto it and then also put some leaves and twigs in the doorway at the back of the
bus, though I am not sure that is clear in these photos. I found a setting in my garden under a
lavender bush and photographed it. I really enjoyed using an object to express my thoughts as it
gave me a more interactive, eye-catching piece to work with and I think draws in your attention more
than just a canvas or a piece of paper. I think this shows how other living things can thrive on our
creations that are generally supposed to be their destruction. The photography was more successful than
I thought it would be as I really like how I accidentally captured the fact that the right side of the image is much
darker than the left side and I think that adds to the atmosphere of the image. I also really like the top right picture
as the stalks of lavender make the image really interesting. I think the mood of my artwork depends on how the
person views it; someone could see it as a joyful combination of two worlds, they could see it as a neglected bus
that could have been reused, or someone could see the destruction we bring to our world. The mood and ideas
people get from my artwork entirely depend on their view of the world at that time. To improve my piece, I could
have used real leaves to stick to the bus and maybe found a way to break open one of the windows (they were
really thick and strong though!). I would also like to try and photograph it in different settings and maybe add
some animal figurines. From this I have learned that you don’t just have to be limited to canvases and 2D forms
and it isn’t as difficult as it seems to work with objects, and actually can allow you to more clearly express your
thoughts. I think I will use that to help in future responses and artworks.

Holly 8G
My piece of artwork was inspired by
‘Hope’ by George Frederick Watts. My
piece shows a young girl reaching out to
pull the world out of a pit of despair. I used
pencils to colour the girl and the sky and
used pens for the inside of the hole. I think
that the sky was successful and I would
change the girl’s hair. I would use different
pens and pencils to add more volume to it.
I have learnt how to use watercolour
pencils from this experience.

Delilah 8S
I created this work based on the events going on in our world right now. I wanted to create something that
in the future would remind me of what we had to go through and the challenges and decisions many
countries had to make. My piece is not just about COVID-19 but is also about the death of George Floyd
that sparked Black Lives Matter protests that are happening globally. I only based my collage on two major
events in 2020 but my goodness there were more that I could’ve added,such as the Australian wildfires,
Kobe Bryant and his daughter dying in a plane crash, the UK leaving the European Union, Donald Trump’s
impeachment, tension between America and Iran threatening war and so much more. The thing is we are
only half way through 2020.
I wanted to use news articles/headlines/subheadlines in my collage as it emphasises the goings on in
2020. The different fonts and font sizes in the different articles accentuates how in your mind you picture
how they are said. For example when the font is bold and large a person might read it as having purpose
and important meaning whereas if the font was thin and small you might think that this piece of information
is important but mixes in with the rest of the article. Still talking about fonts the shade of font can also
determine how forceful you say the word. If the word is fading then I would say it quietly.
If this work is kept for many years to come I feel it would remind me how 2020 was a rollercoaster of a year
not just for me but for people all around the globe. So many people have passed away due to COVID-19
and many of us coming together and fighting for the rights of black people. I feel that I have successfully
shown the importance of this year and all the events that will go down in history. I have no doubt that
grandchildren of future generations will learn about 2020 and the effect it had on the economy.
I took only two magazines, the Guardian Weekly and a local one. I found snippets of articles and headlines
that represented the two events and ripped them out. My inspiration of what I was going to do came from a
photo of the beach with the sea and rocks and sand which is where lots of people want to go right now.
I was inspired by the piece by David Hockney: A Bigger Splash.This piece of art stood out to me because
the way the narrator described it, the emptiness, the way things are spaced out, how the chair is alone and
empty and how the splash represents either what used to be our only outdoor exercise or how we are over
half way. The person jumping in represents our world going through this pandemic. This person is not
besides the diving board about to get on - representing the start of the outbreak - this person is not on the
board about to jump off - representing the build up to the peak - this person is not in mid jump representing the peak - the person is under the water which represents the after peak. Now all that is left to
do is get our head out of the water and get out of the pool. This way of looking at the artwork provides hope
that we can get through this and out the other side.
Sometimes I feel that I have not done a huge amount to support anything but making this made me feel
like I was doing something. I am not sure what but it felt good that I was recognising the situation and
doing something personal so that I will remember it in the future, although, I doubt anyone will forget 2020.

Mireya 8S
I chose Howard Hodgkin R.B.K because it was
a very nice painting with patterns and different
bright colours.
I used this painting as an inspiration for my
drawing. I used the idea of bright colours and
copied his layout of the border, it makes it bold
and stands out. The bright colours also contrast
with some of the darker ones. I made a grey
background to make the triangles stand out. I
then outlined the triangles and the border to
make it bold and emphasise the different
patterns used with the variety of colours and
sizes of the triangles.

Anna 8S

I have chosen to do a piece of Artwork inspired by the art piece ‘Our English Coasts’ by William Holman Hunt. The art work is a picture of the
countryside that has been created by lots of colours using paints. I am going to take a series of pictures that appreciate nature and the detail
of nature and the environment just like William Holman Hunt did in his painting.
William Holman Hunt’s piece of artwork captured and appreciated the detail of nature, so I decided to take photos that captured the amazing
detail of nature, in my back garden.
I edited the pictures, I chose to make two of the pictures bright and beaming with colour, and I kept one with a bit of shadow with a pastel
yellow.
I think these pictures really show the detail of nature, especially in flowers as they have so many repeating patterns, layers and beautiful
colours.

Krishna 8S

The piece of artwork in Tate Britain that inspired me the most was William Holman
Hunt’s: ‘Our English Coasts.’ ‘Our English Coasts’ strongly connects with nature and
so does my drawing. I have included three different aspects of nature in my drawing:
land, sea and the sky. I have used different textures for each aspect, but I have
included similar colours for the sea and sky, and grass and trees. The purpose of
this is to show that nature can be so different, but It can also be so similar. This is
quite similar to Hunt’s painting in which the sheep are different colours but they still
are the same. I think my drawing is very simple compared to Hunt’s, but It still
includes the same type of idea.
I have named my drawing: ‘The voices of nature’ because I think that a piece of art
should make you feel included in it, and when I look at the sea, It feels like I can
hear the small waves. I feel the same way in Hunt’s work and for me, my drawing is
a very simple little interpretation of ‘Our English Coasts’ made in my style.
My drawing makes me feel calm and the only sound I can hear are the voices of
nature. It makes me think that nature is constantly whispering in our ears, we are
just not listening hard enough.
Overall, I think my drawing was quite successful in bringing across that message
that nature speaks to us, but we are so busy with our everyday lives that we don’t
even stop to enjoy it at its purest. I think it would be better if I added some more
detail and colour so next time, I would add some more detail and colour to make it
look better.
I have learnt that It doesn’t matter how simple a piece of art is, it can still give us the
same messages.

Alice 8S
My artwork inspired A Bigger Splash, 1967- David Hockney
I chose to create this artwork because it seemed a very fun way to change a photo into
an abstract modern day image. I think that David Hockney intended an element of fun
and brightness to reflect from his work.
I did my work slightly differently to the way that David hockney did his, however I used
the way he turned the pictures and lines in pictures into bold and bright lines which is
what I did in my work.
I intended to use the bold lines in my work to capture the natural elements like clouds and
rocks which in this picture are the only forms of colour change.
I created this artwork by using bold pens to create shapes and outlines around the
natural less bold things in the picture. I then drew on bold shapes and cut out little
snippets of things going on around the world from magazines and newspapers.
Unlike David Hockney, I used a contradiction between the real world and a magical
abstract world using bright colours and then all of a sudden text and issues and situations
going on in the world.
I think my image's impact shows the difference between a happy place this being the ski
mountains where the picture was taken and then the problems that balance out the
picture. It shows how there is happy and sad contradiction in the world.
Most of my image was successful but if I could do it again I would only stick to text from
newspapers so there was a clear defiance between abstract and real life modern
problems. The most successful part of the art was the abstract interpretation of the
image.
I have learnt how there are so many different kinds of artwork around the world and not
all artwork is perfectionate lines and accuracy.

Scarlet 8S
‘The Doctor’ by Sir Luke Fildes signifies hope.
I chose to respond to this painting as I feel at this
time it is very relatable, doctors trying to save
people and babies from this virus. The artist has
used expression, on his face he looks puzzled as
to how he is going to save lives, he looks nervous,
as people love the child he is trying to save all
pressure on him. I think the background suits the
painting, it is a very dark subject, death and illness
and so having a bright colourful background just
wouldn't suit the issues occurring in the painting
and so it is very well thought through, it is more
than just a canvas, you can tell lots of effort has
been put into trying to ﬁgure out how to get the
darkness, horribleness across.

Olivia 8S
The piece of art that inspires me is St Mary Le
Port, Bristol, 1940 because it shows how John
Piper was so inspired by something tragic that
happened that he went to go and paint it. His
painting is about the St Mary Le Port church in
Bristol and the air raid that happened that
destroyed the church. The scratches of the paint
on the art piece shows how the church was
destroyed and it gives the audience a sense of,
"wow that looks broken", and it makes the rubble
look more like rubble instead of just a blob of
paint.

Sophie 8S
I created my work because I was really inspired by RJ Kitaj’s Howard Hodgkin painting. I really
liked how it was so colourful as I felt that it gave a sense of hope. I have also used a range of
colours because I was really inspired by how he created atmosphere using colour. I feel that my
artwork connects with the artist as it is very vivid and gives a sense of hope and love. I really
wanted my work to stand out so I decided to use lots of bright colours. I am also really inspired
by NHS key workers who risk their lives everyday so my artwork is inspired by them.
My artwork depicts a glum hospital room with a Covid patient, it is full of morbid colours to
portray a hopeless atmosphere. There is also one NHS worker who is the only drop of colour in
the room. I decided to add colour to the NHS worker because for the patient, they are a major
help and without them, they would be very lost. I have portrayed the NHS worker as an angel
because for many people they are the people who can help determine life and death and in a
way, they are angels. There is also a silhouette of a child, I feel that this shows how desperate
the situation is, it also adds a sense of morbidity to my artwork. It also leaves the audience with
questions that can encourage them to think further. I have also then added rainbow panes on
the top to symbolise that if you have hope, anything can happen. I also feel that the rainbow
panes on top of the picture add texture and depth. I used sharpies to create a vivid colour and I
think that it was very successful as I got the exact effect I wanted. I have communicated any
messages using colour and texture.
I could compare the atmosphere and colour of my artwork with other pieces of art. I created this
piece of artwork as I am really grateful for the NHS keyworkers. I think that a sense of hope,
love and peace because of the use of colour. I think that use of colour and texture is very
successful and I am really glad that I decided to use sharpies to get a vivid effect. I think the
detail of my artwork could be improved as some of it is not very detailed. I have learnt how
colour can add texture and feeling and I think that my artwork does show a lot of feeling and
texture. I have also learnt not to be afraid to use new techniques and to explore. This will help
me in future personal responses. I have really enjoyed this topic and I have learnt so much.
Thank you!

Amelie 8S

Emma 8S
This artwork is inspired by Hockney’s ‘A Bigger
Splash’. In that painting it shows one chair
showing the isolation. I have shown that
isolation with the one towel on the bench. This
artwork which was done with chalk and pastels
shows the view of the Japanese mountain
because when I go there to meet my family, I
always go there to see the view with my family.

Maisie 8S
A Big Splash
I chose two photos from my trip to Madrid in Year Six. one i added
bold details to. It looks joyous and exciting as the onlookers see
the dolphins jumping and performing tricks. The atmosphere is
wonderful with everyone getting their cameras ready to take
photos. The keepers are ecstatic because the dolphins are
performing so well. We see the audience captivated by the display
of wondrous tricks.
The other is turned into a desolate, abandoned, isolated scene.
There is no onlooking crowd, just empty seats overlooking a lonely
pool with no dolphins left in it. Underneath the water is a lonely
dolphin with no keeper to look after him, stuck in the murky depths
of a pool that was once filled with joy. The once aqua blue pool has
turned a murky green, it hasn't been cleaned in a long time.
This signifies how we all feel alone sometimes, but we will always
have one person to support us. The dolphin symbolises that person.
The first photo is when you are with all your friends and family, so
happy. You feel nothing but this joyous occasion. A bigger splash
uses bold lines and colour to represent the scene. Hockney captures
it to feel like to have everything but still be alone. His isolated
piece makes us think, what do we feel like?
If I was on a deserted island with no company but myself, I would
feel happy at first because no one would bother me, but after a
while I would feel isolated and alone. The atmosphere I had created
would change and become slightly mournful.

Thamilthean 9T
This is the analysis of my visual response to “A Bigger Splash”.
I think that this supports the idea that things can stand out and
they show that change can happen and that there are ups and
downs in life. I worked with black and white at first and coloured
the plants as i thought that it shows the dark and brightside in life.
The concept behind this is my perspective of what life is like.
The drawing is of my study, which is where I let everything go. To
me, it is a place that gives me comfort and is where i go when i
need to be away from everything around me. I think this contrasts
with the modern house in the background in David Hockney’s
painting as these are both places that are quite important and
they both symbolise relaxation.
I have shown my concept through this to show that all people have inner worries that can't always be expressed outside and in an open way. I have used
grey for the picture as it reminds me of the darkest hidden secrets that only I know about myself. The plants inside are the happy memories of the past
and the thing that motivate the person and the pride that is growing on the inside for all those good deeds that people have potentially done in life. The
trees on the outside are family and close ones who are very important to you and are those who support you when things are hard. I have tried to show
the concept through colour choices and symbolism.
I think it shows the bright, colourful, happy part of the picture stands out to show that any happiness, pride and joy can outshine the sad locked away
emotions. I only used pencil and pen as life can be narrowed to easily interpreted things. I think i did a good job at trying to show the concept in the
drawing but i could try to make it a little more obvious. I have learned that all small things in a drawing can change your opinion on what it is about and
what it is trying to tell.

Caitlin 9W
This work is inspired by Totes Meer, made in 1941 by Paul Nash. I loved
the way he used fallen planes to create the appearance of the sea, and
took something positive and natural (the ocean) and turned it into
something dark and industrial to reflect the difficult times Britain was going
through in WWII. I hoped to do something similar with the current period of
Covid-19, but this time to look for the brighter aspects. Reversing Nash’s
idea, I took something with negative connotations (a mask, representing
this period of time), and filled it with flowers and plants, something
beautiful and joyful. Although this is a difficult time for many, I wanted to
recognise the good things too: the flowers not only represent nature and
the coming of summer, but the kindness, empathy and support that has
blossomed in the past few months. Although the mask mainly seems like a
unpleasant thing, it is also there to protect us and keep us safe, and I think
this importance is also present in nature. During this period, I have come
to appreciate springtime more, and spent lots of time walking and cycling
in the local woods. I wanted to reflect this in my art piece. I chose to do a
self portrait, and used a digital painting program so that I could achieve
the detail that I wanted. I used a photo as a reference, and worked hard to
get the shadows and highlights of my face correct. I did a subtle
background, but added a night sky and moon to link back to Totes Meer,
my inspiration. The plants were more difficult, as I don’t draw them often,
but I was pleased with the final artwork, and think it’s impactful and
meaningful. It isn’t very similar to Paul Nash’s beautifully painted
landscape, but I found my inspiration there, and I am very proud of how
my piece ended up.

Georgie 9G
My initial response was inspired by the holographic
and metallic reflections created in the piece ‘One
Minute of Water’ by Hilary Lloyd. I used the camera
on my phone to capture the vibrant colours created
through reflections of water in a glass.
I then tried taking photographs of water being
poured out of a wine glass with a silver, crinkled
plastic in the background. I think the silver plastic is
effective and adds depth to the image however the
water droplets aren’t very visible in these images.
Finally I decided to do my final responses using
two glasses, a wine glass and a much wider glass.
Using the same silver plastic as a backdrop I
poured water from the wine glass into the larger
glass. In the images I captured the water being
poured from one glass to the other and the
movement of the water. I attempted to focus on
both of the glasses to increase the chance of
having light reflection of the water, glass and silver
plastic and portray vibrant colours. I feel this was
the most successful part of my response as I think
it reflects the piece by Hilary Lloyd the best.

Alexandrea 9S
This is my visual response to George Frederic Watts’ ‘Hope’. It
clearly depicts a young girl trapped inside of an ice cube with
only a couple matches to spare. In this painting, I focussed on
portraying several abstract nouns like hope; this could be
portrayed as ‘determination’ or ‘patience’, etc.
This displays the process of quarantine and how you overcome it
logically. She holds a single match in her hand while there are
burnt matches beside her; this demonstrates how we have to handle
things slowly one at a time to surpass this situation. It shows
how if you work in a brutal manner in hopes of fixing it faster
you would only be in a more worse situation than before.
My response only consists of paint. It’s a media that i
have had experience in but yet have had the chance to advance my
skills in so this painting has given me more type to develop
them. Visual elements include the contrast between the bright
blue ice, the deep crimson dress and the dark background.I would
say the background is similar to Watts’ as they both have dark
and gloomy backgrounds.
During the process of this i struggled with how i could
present a solid object but keep it transparent(ice and water). I
learnt that using different shades can create depth and that
highlights can create a reflective surface and so i think the
water and ice cube is successful I could definitely develop on
the ‘rock’ the ice cube is on as it was one of the hardest
textures i have had to paint as it is quite irregular. The mood i
tried to display is hopeful as although it is dark and gloomy,
there is a small hole made by the matches showing her hard work
is paying off. This is the same mood made by Watts’ ‘hope’
painting.

Anna 9I
My artwork was inspired by “ Our English Coasts” by
William Holman Hunt. The context behind my work is how
British nature can be really quite soothing and can take
one's worries away. The concept is, the person looking at it,
is supposed to imagine that character as themselves, and
that person gets to choose what the character is feeling,
thinking or doing. This is supposed to make the observer
feel relaxed, thinking of an image of them doing what
makes them feel most contempt.
The way I created this was, through creating an outline of a
landscape and then colouring it with scribbles. I did
scribbling because I thought of how unpredictable life can
be sometimes, but as long as somebody has something or
somewhere that makes them feel good, life’s challenges
can feel easier to go through. To keep it authentic to Hunts
piece I chose to draw a cliff and the coast, and I wanted the
image to have a similar message that came across to me.
The part of my work that seemed to be the most successful, to me, was the message. I asked a couple people to say what thoughts and feelings
came across to them when they saw it, and they all said something along the lines of relaxation and forgetting about stress. But I think I could have
improved on the technical side of things. So with perspective and I think it could have been done a little neater, even if it was meant to be scribbled.
But over all I’ve learnt about different art mediums and how you can manipulate them to create feelings inside the person looking at it.

Elena 9S
My own space or oasis is when I go and visit my grandma in
Llandudno, North Wales because my mum grew up there and there
are photos of the beach and the pier and when I go it feels as if the
photos are coming to life. I also love to go there because the sea
makes me calm and the pier makes me feel excited because of all
the ﬂashing lights, the childhood snacks and the amusement rides
along with the arcade.
I decided to put my own spin on the piece ‘A Bigger Splash’ because
the colours were blocked and I wanted to change that. I thought
about changing the colours, the blues changing to an orange and the
greens changing to a pink maybe.
Instead of painting it or colouring my piece, I dotted the colours on
the sheet, using more dots for the shadow and less for the areas
without
shadow. I ﬁlled every gap I could and I am happy with the outcome
of my work. I chose to do the dots because it’s a different style to the
block colour and i enjoyed creating it because of the uniqueness.

Jemima 9T
I created this work because I wanted to create a blob of blue wonder and a
blurred watery look. I wanted it to look blurry to create the lasting effect that
water had been used to create this to make the finishing look of equally
splashed water. I worked in this way because I thought what better way to
create the effect of water than to use watercolor in a very diluted and
splashy way. I created my piece to reflect how the splash in ‘ A bigger
splash’ made me feel and what I thought the inside of the splash would
look like and perhaps if you zoomed in on the splash maybe you could see
all the different colours.
I created this artwork with watercolour. I used many shades of blue and
blurred it with water. I also used a bit of green to add contrast and
difference from the blues. I wanted the green to reflect how the splash is
feeling if it had feelings. It wouldn’t just be blue. I also added pink and
purple to add a fun aspect to the splash. By the watery and blurred effect I
transpired the look of a water splash. I used watercolour to create this
effect because of its see through and smudging look it has to it. The blurry
effect helped me to show the messiness and chaotic look of a splash. It
has a fun childish look to it with a deep meaning if you look closer. The
edges of the blurred out colours transpire this thought.
The impact of my work is a positive, happy and bubbly feel. The green adds some envy and dirtiness to the splash to show not everything is what it seems or is perfect on the outside
or inside. The blue shoes the deep ness and loneliness of the splash and the pink gives the impact of a fun happy splash. The green is very successful into adding parts to this splash
to give it more of a water appearance. What needs to be refined is more details, perhaps finer brush strokes across and white to show the depth of the splash. I learned from the
process to not spend ages trying to perfect it and make it a certain way when that’s not realistic to a splash. It should look chaotic and messy yet refined and detailed. I will from this to
support me the fun filled look of my work art has no boundaries and if it does then we’re meant to test them so I shall do that.

Millie 9W
My initial response piece was inspired by Richard Wilson’s ‘Rome:
St Peter’s and the Vatican from the Janiculum’, created in 1753.
The main element within Wilson’s painting that i was aiming to
reflect in mine was the golden tone and fresh light it gives off. The
media I thought I could execute this accurately with was through
digital art. The first step I took was a trip during the late afternoon
to the woods nearby - at the time chosen to catch the beginnings
of the sunset lighting - and took a picture for inspiration. Another
feature I tried to create in my piece was the attention to detail.
Hence, I used a fine brush to create the leaves of the trees. When
I first picked out this painting from the BBC programme, I took into
consideration the symbolisation it could have during the
Coronavirus pandemic crisis; how the calming, aesthetic effect will
help relaxation and give comfort during all of the panic. To give
further meaning, I wanted to have a personal, emotional
connection myself to the art I created. I find that on a particularly
stressful or difficult day, a peaceful stroll in the woods helps to
brighten my mood. This is the reasoning behind re-creating a
picture of me inside the woods. In conclusion, I am very pleased
how the results turned out!

Sarah 9T
St. Mary le port by John Piper inspires me, because
though now we are going through a diﬃcult time, things
will and can get better. Because when I look at this
painting, it reminds me that things have been bad before,
throughout history and things have looked bleak with
many believing that it would never end, but we know that
things will end and it will go back to normal. I believe that
this painting holds up a mirror to our own society, and how
we deal with situations, as although part of the church is
depicted as ruined and in rubble another section is still
standing strong and together, which gives us the sense of
community standing together to get through whatever is
thrown at us. so this piece reminds me that there is still
hope. The experimental processes used within this piece
by using paint ﬂicks, colour blocking, scratching and the
lack of blending really elevates how this painting is
portrayed, as it shows how hard things were and how
people suffered. I really believe this lends itself to the main
development of the painting, allowing the sense of
hardship and suffering to become prominent while still
suggesting a glimmer of hope.

Emma 9T
I decided to draw St Peter’s church because it is
my local church and my mums dance school also
uses the church to teach the lessons there so I go
there a few times a week to do my lessons. The
church is important to me because I have being
doing dance since I was two years old and it is one
of my favourite activities to do outside of school. I
didn’t add many details on my drawing as the
church is quite minimalistic and there is not many
little details. I have created this work by analysing
the church very carefully, making sure not to miss
out any key features. The message behind my
work is to never judge someone you don’t know.
I portrayed this message by not adding colour into my work as I wanted to show that the real beauty is within the church, not just on the outside where
everyone can see. The church represents a person, they may look dull and boring from the outside, however on the inside they are completely
different and you are not able to see that until you form a bond, like how I formed a bond with dance or a person forms a bond with their religion. I used
pencil to form my drawing because it is quite a basic tool and I think it fits in well with the message I am portraying. This artwork is different to other
people’s work because it has a very different concept and it is a drawing of a real object, not just shapes and lines put together or made up in my
imagination. I think my drawing lets off a sort of basic, dull atmosphere/ mood because there isn’t anything that catches your eye when you look at it
as it is all the same colour. I need to use shading a lot more and I could possibly add a slight bit of colour although it could confuse people with the
message I am presenting. From this process I have learnt not to judge anyone if I don’t know their full story as I don’t know what they could be going
through on the inside.

Orla 9G
I based my artwork on a painting of St Mary le Port in Bristol by a second
world war artist called John Piper. He was employed specially to paint the
wreckage of the war and St Mary le Port was a cathedral that was struck by
a German bomb.
When I ﬁrst saw the painting, I thought that the colours were joyful and
happy. I thought that Piper was putting a positive spin on something so
negative. However, after further exploration of the painting style, I found
that the bold colours were actually used to accentuate the drama of the
situation. It makes the painting stand out.
Then I started thinking about what building would have a similar sadness
and impact for me. My grandparents’ house burnt to the ground about 5
years ago. Luckily, they were unharmed but the house certainly wasn’t and
had to be rebuilt from scratch.
I chose to use really bold colours to make the painting stand out like John
Piper did and I also used oil pastel over the top of some of the paint and
then scratched it off. This symbolises the ﬁre scratching away at history
and leaving a mark in my grandparents’ minds.
However, some of the colours are happy and I have used a white pen to
show some highlights which show the hope after the ﬁre. The house has
since been rebuilt and my grandparents still live there. My painting shows
the journey that they went on to get their house back.

Szofia 9G
In making this piece, I experimented with acrylics for the first time, so I
attempted to take advantage of the new textures to make a more effective
visual effect.
I used a blue background to represent the more ‘emotional’ tortures of grief,
loneliness and fear, rather than the seemingly more physical and
psychological torture in Francis Bacon’s Three Studies for Figures at the Base
of a Crucifixion.
I also seated the figure on a wooden pedestal that obviously wouldn’t allow it
to comfortably sit to represent how everyone wants to watch you whilst
you’re in pain, most of them not caring how you feel about it, even if it makes
everything feel amplified.
Additionally, I painted the figure pulling out their hair to show how, when
people are distressed, they sometimes hurt themselves to distract from their
emotions or try to control what’s happening to them in any way possible,
even if it’s in a negative way.
Whilst I have learnt a lot about how to use acrylics, I would like to attempt to
refine my skills using them in the future. I am relatively happy with my piece,
but I think that I could definitely improve things.

Isobel 9I

My response was inspired by the artist David Hockney who created the
amazing piece ‘a bigger splash’ which is showcased at the Tate
Modern. My whole piece was about portraying a place i would like to
escape to and so i painted a beach. I found the picture of the beach in
lanzarote on my camera roll and as soon as i saw it i immediately felt
calm and content and knew this was my oasis- my location i could stay
in forever. The idea was to create my response in a similar style to
Hockney and so i simplified the photo, removing the people and some
of the rocks in the water. I drew in some of the features and then
began painting. I think the big blocks of colour are effective as there
are not too many details to take in and so make the viewer of the piece
feel relaxed when looking at my painting. I also left a strip of the
canvas bare all around the piece as this was frequently used in
Hockney’s paintings and i thought it would look nice. I like how in lots
of David Hockney’s paintings he makes the landscape look almost
animated and so tried to include that aspect in my painting as well. I
struggled with the white foam of the sea and found it hard make them
look good, but ended up dabbing a white paintbrush in an irregualr line
then flicked some white paint to make the splash of the waves. I think
my painting turned out well though some bits look less animated than
others .

Lucy 9W
I’ve chosen to create a response to ‘Sandpipers’ by
Winifred Nicholson. I did an abstract painting to
reflect some of the techniques she used in her
work.
Her painting stood out to me as an interesting
representation of the current situation. She has
created such a natural, everyday experience that
we take for granted and recreated it in her own
way. She had taken a time where she felt happy
and calm and reflected that in her work to make
others feel the same emotions and experience the
same feelings that she had.
I decided to paint Camber beach which is a place I
have been recently. Like her, I have used careful
yet free and abstract brush strokes to create a
more simple effect.
Something that was unique about her work was
that she had taken some sand from the place she
had painted and combined it into the paint to add
some texture so i did the same. I have made
something that uses simple colours and images
that flow into each other to have a calming effect
and feeling of escaping somewhere to be at peace.

Mia 9S
I created this work to compliment David Hockney’s
unique style, whilst also creating my own personal
spin on this piece. I worked by first creating a
document with lots of pictures that i had found
online that inspired me. I printed these out along
with the original ‘a bigger splash’ so as i was
creating my artwork i had some structure behind it.
I then sketched it out first to make sure i would get
straight lines and a simplistic look. Then i created a
colour palette using acrylics as this is David
Hockney’s signature paint. The aim was to keep all
the colours fairly muted to achieve his style of
working. My intention behind my work was to focus
on the simplicity of a setting and create something
interesting. Overall I am happy with how my piece
turned out. I think I was able to use some of the
elements from ‘a bigger splash’ and turn it into my
own interpretation. I would love to improve on my
painting skills and really defining straight lines. I
enjoyed making this artwork a lot.

Red 9G
My pieces were influenced by Francis Bacon’s
artwork displayed in Tate Modern. I took the idea
of the contrast of different emotions by displaying
it in 3 panels , like he did. However, whereas he
stuck to a singular bold red and his eye catcher- i
chose to expand on the bold colours and
incorporate ones not often associated with what i
wanted the piece to reveal.
In the one on the left, I drew it so the creature / character had a sense of desire and confusion in oneself, I showed the confusion with the sporadic lines
that drifted away from the head of the character. I attempted to add depth to the painting by adding shadows in a green highlighter on top of the green
paint. The mirrors represent the reflection the character would have on itself in order to reach its greatest desires.
The one on the right represents a cloak over somebody's emotions. The bright yellow reveals the true emotions that person has and the joy they want to
be wrapped around them however the feeling they feel does not match up with their goal.The character is very serious and ‘numb’ - lacks the desire to do
anything which is a massive contrast to the one on the right. This piece could be viewed vice versa - seriousness covering joy or the emotions behind what
others see as a smile but might be a reach for help.
The final piece was the one most influenced by Bacon. The different patterns that lay amongst the oval represent the changes in attitudes one can feel by
perceiving things in different ways. Such as looking at a red wall and feeling overpowered by it to the next day feeling approachable and confident. I
decided to add the bottle caps for texture and a 3D effect as if the picture is descending into the viewer (trying to change the viewers attitude).
Overall my piece was inspired by Francis Bacon in the fact I did the complete opposite. In his work there is a clear story of pain and confusion, whereas i
wanted to expand on the coverage of different emotions using different colours to represent them.

Eve 9S
For my response to ‘A Bigger Splash’, I
picked a location that was significant for
me, in this case I picked Coral Island in
Thailand. David Hockney took his location
and took out all the elements that didn’t
give the relaxed sense of seclusion, I did
the same thing here, I ignored all the
people, the person on the swing, the boats
and just took the elements that gave me a
sense of seclusion and relaxation. I decided
to do this art digitally, using a graphics
tablet to achieve the same smooth plains of
colour and crisp lines.
To develop this artwork more, I would have
liked to paint it rather than on a graphics
tablet. I would have liked to use gouache to
achieve a matte effect on my artwork. I
would also liked to have added more detail
but it just wasn’t suitable for this location.

Eloise 9I
Howard Hodgkin's R.B.K painting inspired
me to recreate a more common ‘door
frame’ for people, especially during the
lockdown.
His painting depicted a person viewing out
of a window however the whole scene was
covered by bars.
I decided to take a more “common” frame
and mix up some colours and shapes to
make it more abstract. I also tried mixing
up some sizes, not only to make it fit, but
to create a ‘warped’ view of items.
The scene was created with scrap paper I
found around my home, carefully thinking
about shapes, sizes and colours.

Molly 9W
At first i was unsure how to portray this image in a different way, but
I decided to use typography as i felt all lines would be rather boring.
I see it almost a sequel. In ‘Hope’, by Frederick Watts, the girl is
blindfolded playing a singular string lyre as though she didn't want
to see or hear anything else. She was perched on a dull looking orb
which looked as though it was engulfed in water. In my image the
blindfold is seen floating down a river and the lyre is resting against
the bridge. It can be interpreted as her finding a garden of hope and
her lyre resting as she doesnt need it. Her blindfold has been
tossed into the river as she no longer requires it, or she drowned
and someone found the lyre and left it against the bridge and the
blindfold is all that remains. I just used an inky ballpoint pen to
create this because I wanted to focus more on the concept rather
than being distracted with intricate designs and bright colours. I feel
as though the mood of my work is more peaceful than sad, for
example ‘Hope’ has a quite a melancholy feel, but my work could be
seen as sad depending on how you interpret it. I think the way I
drew this was ugly however I do like the concept, so I think if
someone more talented understood the same concept it would be
much more pleasing to me personally.

Visual response to ‘Flatford Mill’ by John Constable
Hermione 9I
Constable was a landscape
painter and focused on
painting the area
surrounding his home. I
walked to a nearby farm
and took a photo so that I
could paint the landscape
like Constable did.
Constable used oil paints as
his medium so I used
acrylic paints as they’re the
most similar paints to oil
which I have.
I’ve learned how to show
light and shadows better as
that was what I had to work
on the most in this painting.

Unlike many painters of his
time, Constable liked to
create textured paintings
with thick and scraped paint
in some places instead of
making the brushstrokes as
invisible as possible. I also
did this and it’s most
prominent in the road.
Constable’s paintings had
very earthy tones to them
which I tried to replicate. I
don’t think I matched the
same tone as well as I
could’ve but I still like how it
turned out.

Carelle 9S
My visual response was inspired by David Hockney’s ‘A
Bigger Splash’, which uses the feature of simplicity in the
majority of the painting but more detail on a focused,
highlighted part of the image that I also used in my piece.
To start creating my response, I found an image I took on
my phone of the sunset when I was on a drive. I picked this
image since it was a beautiful moment captured whilst
moving on a journey. Like Hockney, who wanted to show a
moment of moving water not seen before, I wanted to show
this sunset, which wouldn’t be able to be captured again at
the same moment of time and place. After selecting my
image, I sketched it out as simply as I could, trying to keep
the overall image of the moment on the page. When
beginning to paint, I used bright colours for my piece, just
like Hockney did to represent and show youth. Instead of
black, which takes up quite a lot of the image, I changed it
for purple to keep the painting bright and adjusted its colour
to make the highlights and shadows. In order to focus more
on the sunset, I made the rest of the image as simple as I
could and used duller colours but kept some of the detail.
With the sunset, I added all of the colours included but had
them brighter. Also, I made the sun stand out more by
adding white to highlight it and small streaks and dots for it
to look more eye-catching and bold. The most successful
part of my response to ‘A Bigger Splash’ was the use of
bright colours and the simplicity, which I think I used quite
well to create this piece with a dreamy and euphoric
atmosphere captured in it.

